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To Our Readers 
As this Number is a Special Divali one there will he 

no issue on November 1. The next issue will C..'Ome out 
on November 15. 

The November 15 issue will also be a Special 
Number justifying our slogan-''Make English the Lingua 
Fmnca of India". It will contain articles on the need 
of the retention of the English language, both as the 
vehicle of inter-State administration and as also the 
medium of instmction in our schools and c..'Olleges. The 
fanaticism of the Hindi maniacs has been challenged by 
eminent personalities in all walks of life-from Gencml 
Cariappa to eminent educi\tionists from Dr. C. P. 
Aiyyar, Dr. M. R. Jayakar to K. M. Munshi and C. 
Rajagopalachariar, eminent Congress leaders. 

It is high time that th~ Government decision to foist 
Hindi on the nation, specially on non-Hindi Stutes like 
those in the South and in Beng;t) and other States, is 
immediately reversed in the interest of the progress of 
the Indian people as well as the interests of national 
solidarity. English has been the Binding Cement bet
ween States and States in the l'OUotry. 

It is suicidal to give up the heritage of English we 
huve acquired through over 150 yeurs of associntion with 
Britain. 

To Combat Economic Illiteracy, 
and 

Social Injustice 

-Editor 

To Safeguard National Democracy 

JOIN 

The Libertarian Social 
Institute 
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EUIGTOJIRIAL 
··············••··•••···•······························•··•································································ 

T. T. K. ON INDIA'S DEFENCE 

TilE Finance Minister let fall a grim remark about 
the state of India's dclenccs in Washington (Vide 

The Times ol India 27 September 1957) that justifies 
the feeling that responsible critics have been expres
Hing about the Irresponsibility of official policy in 
Tf',lr!:ard to defence. He said that "some 300 million 
dollnrs had been designated for India's defence pur
poses but we found that our Army and Air Forces 
were outmoded completely, so that we could not 
drofcnd ourselves for more than several weeks. 
Modernising India's defence forces would cost an addi
tional 550 million dollars." 

Now American Military Aid to Pakistan on a large 
Reale was announced in 1953. After four years of 
mounting military supplies and training facilities to 
Po1kh~tan by America, we have this authoritative and 
devastating confession (in a foreign land) by India's 
Finance Minister that India's preparedness for resist
In" Pakistani attack is of the order of weeks only and 
that our arms were outmoded completely! To have 
~lept so unconcernedly these four years and to have 
pursued policies that resulted in such a quandary as 
the urmlng of Pakistan even after the military sit
tmtlon became so perilous are matters for alarm. 
Those who do not feel alarm in such a matter as the 
nation's security and especially those in power (whose 
duty It Is to sec that defence is not neglected) who 
have not felt alarm at such a condition of danger are 
to be condemned for grave lack of patriotism, a lack 
which Is culpable and deserves swift punishment. 
They should be dismissed from office and citizens 
.should wake up and demand in a language that will be 
understood better discharge of the primary responsi
bility by Government personnel for which they have 
bl·cn put in office. 

The Crux of the Matter 
The Prime Minister said before the Finance Minister 

left for America that American arming of Pakistan 
was 11 menace to this country. We have to ask as to 
what he was doing all these four years to meet the 
!ncna~e? Mr. V. K. Krishna Menon too has been say
tng b1ttcr things about America on this matter. But 
what .has been the actual response of the Government 
to th1s menace-any change of policy to induce the 
flow of foreign help by way of arms? 

The question is whether Indian destiny is to be tbe 
plaything and experiment ln non-violence of pacifists 
Who are more intent on the ·world's limelight as 
champions of world peace than on fhe !ecurity of our 
vast and ignorant population. 

Complacency of the Indian Public 

The complacency of our people in ree:ard to this 
ntl'nace of unpreparedness is a portent. It shows the 

s 

Wislaing our Ret~deJ•s 

Jt llt~ppy Divtdi 

fiJid 

Prospe1•ous Ne1v YefiJ' 

insufficient integration of the nation and betrays the 
deficiency of natiorlal consciousness. No nation can 
survive as an independent sovereign social unit able 
to take care of its people unless there is sufficient 
sense of social solidarity. This is the psychological 
rationale of nationalism and patriotism. To call for 
such a sense of fraternal solidarity among citizens and 
Government and politicians is not an act of chauvi
nism but the primary expression of a sense of responsi
bility to the nation. 

The people's trust in the Gandhian leaders is pathe
tic but after the advent of independence it is no longer 
innocent and admirable. It is the result of laziness 
and hero-worship carried to extremes. The citizens 
of a republican State have the inescapable responsibi
lity of watching the conduct of affairs by elected 
persons whose first duty is to arrange for defence and 
national security through suitable policies and proper 
d_e~elopment of military defences. World peace, abo
hbon of colonialism in other parts of the world 
welfare, championship of weaker nations against th~ 
str~ng-are all optional and secondary activities in 
which they might indulge only within the limits of 
safety and decency. 

, Shed This Lazy Mentality 

People's t_r~s.t in the present leadership is so strong 
that any cnbctsm of their dangerous policies evokes 
n~t appreciation but annoyance. The honest and up
ri~h~ critic is himself blamed for creating trouble and 
shrrmg up feelings of disaffection towards the ruling 
groups. It. has to be pointed out that citizens have 
to shed. ';h .. s. lazy mentality and learn to take their 
responsibdltles more seriously It ,·s the' . b · · · 1r responst-
~hty to see .that the elected Government personnel 

d.Ischarge th~tr responsibility properly. The devasta
tmg confesston of our present rulers about the un
preparedness of the country for elementary defence 
should now at least awaken the citizen body. Com-
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placency in this matter is not merely a question of 
amiable trust but a compound of laziness. irresponsi
bility and we must add, cowardice. Elected members 
of the legislature have a terrible responsibility in this 
crucial matter. 

Popular esteem. prominence in public life, perqui
sites of office. social and financial, have all to be paid 
for by adequate service. Otherwise they cannot 
e~cape the charge of exploitation of a kind worse than 
those socialists charge capitalists with. Citizens 
should cease to take the cue from Congress and on
national groups (if not anti-national groups) to whom 
nationalism means nothing in regarding the critics of 
Government's defence policy as tarred by the brush of 
communalism, reactionariness and what not. To say 
that the country should be adequately guarded against 
aggressors, and to point out that Pakistan is the only 
self-confessed enemy of India today and to warn the 
country of the historical fact of the nature of Islamic 
power being committed to conquest are not symptoms 
of communalism and reactionariness. To warn the 
country of these dangers is the first duty of patriotic 
eilizenship, 

Zhukov's Reported Statement 

Perhaps the clue to the extraordinary and other
wise unintelligible complacency of the leaders of 
Government-at least of Nehru and Menan-in this 
matter of defence in face of the menace of Pakistani 
militarisatlon is furnished by a breath-taking state
ment, supposed to have been made by Marshal Zhukov 
of Russia. Whether he made it during his visit to the 
military establishments of this country last year, or 
to visiting Indian military officers like General 
Thimmayya is not known, and is irrelevant to the 
issue. The statement runs to the effect that If Pakis
tan should attack India, Russian war planes wlll cover 
the Indian skies and defend India. There is no reason 
to doubt the bona fides of this promise. Russians are 
less inhibited about the employment of force when 
it is necessary in pursuance of their policy, The 
question is whether we ca11 trust to this tacit agree~ 
ment? Is there a secret treaty or understanding 
between Nehru and Zhukov and Khrushchev? If so, 
at what cost? 

Mr. Gorwala has charged in letters to the press 
that Krishna Menon speaks as though he wished to 
prevent American monetary aid from coming to 
India. One feels that our Government is behaving as 
though they are averse to military aid frqm Ame
rica, but will take it from Russia when it becomes 
unavoidable. Our non-viole.nce only objects to the 
violence of the West bue is hospitable to It when it 
stems from Communists! 

It is on record that Mr. Krishna Menon said in 
America that the Indian public is averse to Military 
Aid from America since she has armed Pakistan. 

Mr. T. T. Krishnamachari has reinforced this atti
tude in answer to a question at the Washington press 
conference referred to above. He replied that India 
would not approach the USA for military Aid in spite 
of the precarious situation, namely that Indian defence 
against Pakistan's attack is worth only a few weeks• 
purchase. 
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Traveller's Witness 

Last time when we commented on the rumour of 
militar~ manoeuvres in West Pakistan, we referred to 
the demal of It from the USIS of Karachi. 

We have Ia·~er the report of an eyewitness, one 
Reinhold Stephan of Dusseldorf, a West German 
trav~ller arriving tn Chandigarh, the capital of East 
PunJab. He is on a study tour of the Middle East 
a!ld of India and Pakistan, He says that he had seen 
large scale military activities and a large number oi 
U.S. Military and Technical experts. He said that he 
had seen rows and rows of tanks and other modem 
weapons-the damned things-with his own eyes. He 
reported further that a senior Pakistani officer of th< 
rank of a Lieutenant-Colonel had told him that the) 
were preparing for some sort of action. 

So in addition to the confirmation of military pre· 
paredness in Pakistan, we have now the news tha· 
Pakistan is actively engaged in preparations for actior 
in the immediate future. 

America ignored all appeals from the desperate fre( 
world at death grapples with Germany-France con 
quered and England blitzed and hovering on the brinl 
of disaster after Dunkirk. Her isolation and neutra-· 
lity was so strong. She was obliged to jump into th< . 
fray only when Japan destroyed her fleet by a sur·. 
prise attack on Pearl Harbour without declaration ojl 
war. 

Today America is frantically preparing hersebl 
through H. weapons and radar and bomber forces tc ' 
forestall such an attack from Russia. 

But we in India are blissfully ignorant of sue~ 
caution. We are lulled into false confidence by thct 
Gandhian pacifist leaders who hope to ward off gun" 
and bombs by mantras of non~violence and shout!-: 
of Gandhi kl Jal. These Gandhi cries did not pre. • 
vent the tremendous holocaust of the Partition civi: ; 
war or rather massacre of the innocents by these whc: I 
were prepared and looked to the memory of Chengi: ~ 

,Khan, Taimur and Nadir Shah for inspiration. I 
Unless the present rulers are startled out of theb• 

daydream by the awakened citizenry, by resolute de·• 
mand for adequate defence and universal participa 1 

Uon in it by the people, there is disaster awaiting !hi:• 
unfortunate country. This is not melodrama bu'l 
stark truth and common~sense. The first duty of ~ · 
Government is to defend the country both by polio:> 
and by weapons and training. Our policy has allow· 
ed this situation of unpreparedness against ouu 
mortal enemy to develop. Our military preparcdnes~~ 
is admittedly weak and insufficient. 

Surrender To Naga Violence 
The Noga tribes~under their Christian leaders witl 

Phizo at their head made 'war on India. They haw• 
steadfastly refused to consider themselves Indian' 
and demanded independence. They walked out in : ~ 
bodY from a reception to Pandit Nehru years back 
From the time of the 1935 Simon constitution, the:--: 
have been excluded from the jurisdiction of th•1 
Assam State administration and only Christian Mis 
sions have been permitted to work among th('m 
Only after independence a few Ramakrishna centre 
have been opened in the area. 

(Continued on page12) 



Some Divflli Reflections 

Clear The Debris Of Ten Years 
By J. K. Dhairyawan 

D
IVALI the national holiday of India. the "Feast 
of Ll~hts/' Js once more amongst us. It is a time 

of rcjolcJng and merriment, a season of good cheer 
and happiness a holiday celebrating the end of the 
yNtrB of Darkness and the Bcginni~g of an. ~ra of 
Enllghtment and Clvillsa!lon. That IS ~he sptrit an? 
meaning behind the tradUional cele?rat~on of D1~ah. 
Now as we arc in the midst of the DIVali celebrahons, 
It Is but appropriate that we take stock of the ~en 
years of Freedom and Liberty since 1947, and thmk 
of the problems that confront the country today. 
Alter the first flush of jubilation and joy at the grant
ing of Freedom, we have reached a stag~ where the 
political, social and, more so, the economic problems, 
chnllcngc our very existence. Today is the age of 
economics and of science, and a country that fails to 
understand the many and multifarious problems ex
cept through the touchstone of economics and science, 
Is ultimately doomed to failure. 

This leads us to the vexed and much discussed pro
blem of the goal nnd objective before the Congress 
Government of the day-the "socialist" objective, and 
the frantic efforts to 11save" the ambitious Five Year 
Plnn. We ore, day Jn and day out, warned by the 
Government spokesmen that if we fail to carry out 
the Five Year Plan successfully, the country is doom
ed. And the sponsors of the Plan admit that there is 
a yawning gap between the resources of. the country 
and the demand of the Plan. How are these two 
divergent aspects of the situation to be met? The 
answer to this problem, according to the Government., 
spokesmen, is to beg, cajole, bend, and bow before 
the Great Powers, specially before USA, for the much 
needed financial nld. But suppose USA fails to come 
to our rescue, what happens to the Plan and to the 
country? Frustration and economic ruin? That seems 
to be the only end, if by chance or accident, USA 
docs not see her way to help us. And USA has every 
justlficnlion NOT to play the Santa Claus to us. Are 
there no other ways to get out of the present plight 
In which India finds herself, solely due to lack of real 
understanding of the economic problems of the 
nation, and due entirely to the doctrinaire and dog
matic attitude of the leaders at the helm, who are 
economically illiterate, and who are emotionally and 
culturally unscientific? 

The Stumbling Block 

perity and economic stability. But this presu.pposes 
an attitude of receptiveness and response, m the 
minds of the leaders, for what may be called unor~ho
dox and out-of-the-way ideas, free from the fas~lOn
able slogans of 11socialism", ' 4communism", •:marx.lSm", 
"welfarism" and other fads. And that precisely IS the 
stumbling block, and not the lack of resources thai 
stands in the way of the nation's progress towards 
prosperity and stability. 

A people who cannot meet the challenge of the 
times, in terms of. fresh ideas and fresh thou?~ts, .are 
doomed to perish and are condemned to anmhilahon. 
That is the lesson of history, and Free India, awaken
ed from her age-long sleep of servitude and servility, 
wants a new but bold leadership, that is not yoked to 
fashionable slogans and doctrinaire ideals. Today 
the onward march of communism in the world, and 
specially In the under-developed and bac.kward 
countries of Asia, is due as much to the fanatic zeal 
of its advocates as to the laziness and inertia and 
feebleness of the democratic sections of the popula-. 
{ion in these countries. Will they overcome and 
.shake of the lethargy and face the challenge, that is 
the question. 

The Crux of the Question 

The choice before India today ts· between 
private enterprise and free economy and state con
trol and nationalisation, however euphemistically they 
may be called as uwelfarism" or "mixed economy". 
For whether you call it .bY any name, a system that 
puts curbs on private enterprise and free economy 
ultimately leads to communism and the end and doom 
of ALL private enterprise and individual initiative. 
That is the Jesson of history all over the world. And 
that is also the problem that India has to solve, and 
in the way she decides that problem lies thE" way 
either to her annihilation and doom, or to her ulti
mate prosperity and security. Here then is the crux 
of the question. 

Deceptive Slogans 

A great responsibility rests on the present genera
tion to make the right choice, after full and weighty 
consideration of the heavy toll that ALL planning 
imposes on the people, and the final end of freedom 

There can be an effective answer to the challenge and liberty-two of the cherished ideals that civilised 
·of the times if the leaders at the helm do a bit of real humanity has built over ages. All the froth and foam 
rethinking regarding national reconstruction and of equality of all men and the ushering in of a classless 
economic planning ot the country. Only an intel- society, have turned out to be the biggest frauds, that 
lcctual renaissance can bring out a new and bold have been foisted on humanity by fallacious revolu
mentnl outlook amongst the leaders, that can safely tionary thinkers, from the days of Robespierre to 
take the ship of U\e Stnte to the haven of peace, pros- - Voltaire apd from Marx to Engels. To immature 
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minds and emotional people they have a fatal fasci~ 
nation, but to a country like India, hoary with age 
and with its roots going down to eternity, these falla~ 
cious and false slogans should not appeal, the more 
so when we have before us the concrete examples of 
the mess and chaos that these slogans and ideas have 
been responsible for in Soviet Russia, in Easterri 
European countries, that have gone under the yoke 
of communism, and in China. The examples of the~ 
countries should act as the red signals to India, which 
is on the threshold of embarking for an awakened and 
new life for her people. Indian maturity points to one 
and only one way to steer clear of ALL "socialistic" 
measures and 'welfare' plannings, under whatever 
attractive names they are dangled before her, by men 
however eminent and estimable they may be. All 
these schemes lead but to chaos and servility, with 
the abominable rule of an irresponsible and unres~ 
ponsive bureaucracy, the creation of a political "elite" 
and parasites, and the death of personal liberty and 
initiative, the hall marks of ALL human progress 
and advancement. 

The Vilest Specimens .... 
How has India come to the brink of an economic 

crisis? For an answer to it one has to go back 10 
years when the British Indian Government transfer~ 
red the reins of the administration into the hands of 
the Congress Party. With the Gandhian background, 
the Congress Party was devoid of an economist worth 
the name. It Was a party of village bumpkins with a 
sprinkling of district lawyers mostly briefless, ALL 
demagogues. It was Lord Macaulay who had said: 
~'In every age the vilest specimens of humanity are 
to be found amongst the demagogues!' How true it 
is can be seen if one has a look at the Congress, the 
Socialist and the Communist leaders in our country. 

The High Pontiff 

Towering over all these pseudo~saints is the Prime 
Minister, who, once he was installed in the gaddi at, 
New Delhi, imagined that the mantle of Moses and 
Solomon had fallen over his shoulders. He forgot his. 
position of being the leader and Prime Minister of 
India, and mistook himself to be the High Political 
Pontiff of the world. With that end in view, he enun~ 
ciated what are known as the five Principles that 
should guide the nations in their relations with other 
nations. It may be conceded that for a newly emerg~: 
ed free country like India, to have non~alignment and 
non-involvement as the main principles of her foreien 
policy. It was dictated both by economic circumstanc~ 
es, and also by our military weakness. But then it ' 
was none of the business of India to involve herself 
in international quarrels from Korea to Indo-China_ 
and from Suez to Oman. But under. the mistaken 
notions of the Prime Minister, that he was the Politi
cal High Pontiff of the world, he condemned all and 
sundry, advised everybody .on the rights and wrongs 
of their action, with the result that India, which 
started with a great fund of goodwill in the West, 
both in Britain and USA, has all been frittered 
away, with no moral or material gains. 

And was our non-involvement policy followe·d · 
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honestly and truthfully? Certainly not. We were 
throughout leaning more and more towards the com
munist bloc of nations, though trying to appear as 
impartial. But this pose could not be kept up for long. 
On the question of the Russian rape of Hungary, India 
was shown to be dishonest and double-faced. This exhi
bition of our dishonesty and double-facedness paid 
us in negative dividends, when in the Security Coun
cil NOT a single nation of the Free World sided with 
us on Kashmir though we have a straight and clean 
case. The voting against India was 10-0. So much 
for our much publicized prestige in the world! 
Intelligent critics of this foreign policy have been 
dubbed by Pandit Nehru as "reactionary" and "com
munalist" for want of cogent arguments. It is a com
mon trick of unsuccessful lawyers to start abusing 
when arguments fail. 

Crores Down the Drain 

Coming to domestic matters, economic, social and 
political progress or otherwise of the country, the 
same sorry tale has to be unfolded. The Congress 
leaders economically illiterate, politically bankrupt, 
except for a vague conception of 11Sarvodaya" based 
on Gandhism, and socially a mixed crowd of reac
tionary elements, they looked to foreign countries for 
inspiration. And the country, solely under the inspi
ration of Mr. Nehru, wrongly chosen for an ideal was 
Soviet Russia and her Five Year Plans. In place of 
Stalin the Congressmen deified Pandit Nehru as the 
LEADER, and his first Five Year Plan and now the 
Second Five Year Plan are raised to the pedestal o1 
.!!lecular gods. 

Having decided to follow the Russian example, 
India started on a spending spree. The Congress 
Government, had the huge amount of Rs. 2363 crores, 
collected by way of taxes and loans, to waste in no 
.time. Glowing accounts of the country, soon being 
turned into a land flowing with milk and honey, 
started appearing in the kept press of the country and 
Pandit Nehru in one of his picturesque speeches refer
red to the half-complete and leaking dams and irriga
tion schemes as the 11 new h~mples of worship.". While 
the country was being luliL'd to sleep by the high
sounding speeches of the Prime Minister, starvation 
and famine stalked the land, taking a toll of millions 
of people while another million of people had to live 
on barks and roots. That was the- end of the first Five 
Year Plan. TJnemployment has increased 10-fold and 
the country had to go abegging for food all over the 
world. All the amount of Rs. 2363 crores have gone 
down the drain of Congress contractors, and corrup
tion, leaving a stench in the country. 

Officially we are told that the first Five Year Plan 
has raised the per capita income to Rs. 281/- i.e. 
Rs. 23.41 per month, not sufficient in these days of 
rising spiral of the cost.of living and the inflationary 
tendencies, to get ONE square meal a day per man! 
While the Government spokesmen are hoa:rse 
singing the praises of the first Plan, the cost of living 
has gone up by 400%, a fact admitted by the Govern
ment BUT very conveniently forgotten. And these 
are the Congress leaders an ignorant, illiterate public 
have again voted int& seats of power. 

(Continued on page 18) 



The Sanction For A New Party 
By Chanakya 

I
N our sketch of the principles needed for a new 

politic"! party in India today, wo stressed the 
neccssJty for a platform radically different from the 
current fushionable doctrines of Leftism shared in 
dlfrcrcnt degrees by the Congress, Praja Socialist ~arty 
and the Sociallst Party as well as by dozens of sphnter 
uroup8 like the Forward Bloc, Revolutionary Socialist 
Pnrty, Worker's and Peasant's Party and s.o on. All 
these proclaim class war and are class parties, .though 
they pride themselves on being classless in. thetr goal. 
At present the only Rightist Party that Is m the field 
in any strength is the Jan Sangha Party. It denies 
class war, insists on the unity of society and State 
and aims at realising socJal justice in economic mat
ters through conciliation and pea~eful settlement. But 
It Is clear we need a theory of society, of economy 
and of the State that releases the productive energy 
of the people in all their ranks without State control. 
w c need a doctrine of free economy and free society 
and limited Government as an alternative to current 
forms of centralising Socialism and Communism. A 
brief outllne of such a doctrine was sketched in the 
article published in October 1 issue of The Indian 
LIbertarian. 

Wanted a New Sanction 

But having clear and cogent ideas is only half the 
battle. An arduous campaign mobilising the devoted 
work of tens of thousands of workers in all parts of 
the country is absolutely necessary if our new ideas, 
(ideas running counter to accepted or fashionable or 
influential trends associated with authoritative groups 
In Government ond Congress,) are to acquire power 
ond come to influence people sufficiently to generate 
a new opposing Party in due course. The difficulty is 
how is such a body of workers to be won? Unless 
new ideas are seen to be backed by large number of 
people in ull parts of the country, mere truth value 
will not be of any avail in practical politics. Today, 
many thinking people, (some from among the top 
ranks of Congress, after quitting power or being push
ed out of power) are coming out with public expres
sions of criticism of the ruling Party. They are echo
ing the sentiments of tens of thousands of ordinary 
persons, and giving encouragement to critics, who are 
hoping for a new party in time. But mere hopes and 
expectations aroused by the utterances of ex-Congress 
leaders arc of no avail in developing counter-vailing 
power by a new group, anxious to replace the present 
ruling party. We need a new sanction for the new 
ideas, n source of power and dynamics able to sway 
masses of people in new directions and overcome 
their timidity and frustration. 

The urge for a new social or political dispensation 
can arise in thought or feeling or participation -in 
action in the case of different individuals but it will 
acquire depth and range, and lead to new level of 
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expe:rience and value, only if they· pass into related 
fUnctions. 

The Emotional B"':'ls 

· Thus though there is no definite preordained focus 
or line of departure for new orientation, it may be 
said that emotional drive or value is essential at some 
stage to yield enduring conviction and stable action. 
In the present case, we may say that the values of 
national patriotism, democracy and rational faith are 
the emotional bases or framework absolutely essential 
for motivation in launching a new party. 

People who can be mobilised for new political ac
tion will thus be those with a keener-than-usual pitch 
of national consciousness. They must feel for the coun
try and its sad plight. They may be reinforced in this 
feeling with some regard for India's past greatness. 
Or in the alternative, they should have sufficient feel
ing for reconstruction in the present and.. future, so 
that life for the average citizen may be better than 
before, and so that every man may rise to the height 
his nature is capable of. He may have a sense of 
progress, materi3l or· intellectual or moral. This will 
strengthen his social idealism. He may be Hindu, 
Muslim, Christian or Jew but _his political allegiance 
must be for the nation FmST and for every other 
value afterwards. This is a sine qua non. 

We require, therefore, a unity of sentiment per
vading all attitudes to life and society. This is 
nationalism. Without this, we will find citizens 
acquiescing in domination by outsiders and so national 
independence is soon lost at the first clash of interest 
with outsiders. Indian office-holders, civil and mili
tary may betray the country to foreigners. National 
patriotism is necessary to create an unbreakable bond 
of national unity in sentiment and action without 
which national sovereignty will perish without 
defence. 

The Place of Democracy 

, Democracy, too, is equally necessary for nationalism 
nlay be satisfied even undet" monarchical or military 
class leadership in which the majority have only the 
role of hewers of wood and drawers of water for the 
ruling few. Democracy assures the .sentiment of 
equality for all citizens. The rule of the people, for 
the people and by the people has been proclaimed by 
Abraham Lincoln ~o be the essence of democracy. 
The ethical principle of this democratic essence can 
be indicated with truth by means of the maxim of the 
German philosopher Immanuel Kant to the effect: 
"Treat every man as an end in himself and never 
merely as a means." A self-sacrificing patriot may 
give his life to his country in the battle field but he is 
not in this using. himself as merely a means to an 
outside end. He is treating himself as an end in him
self in thus offering his life truly at the altar of the 
col!n~. Means and Ends are here identical aild 
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fused in the inspiration for freedom. But for others 
to force an individual to sacrifice himself to the 
nation or class is to treat him as a mere means, for 
he does not freely identify himself with the behaviour 
expected of him. The sacrifice of unwilling individ~ 
uals by Nazi or Soviet rulers runs contrary to the 
democratic ethics of Immanuel Kant and sins against 
the rule of universality and intrinsic value inherent in 
the individual. 

Must Know Our Enemies 

But even democracy that enjoins universal value 
to be ascribed to all individuals is not sufficiently itself 
as the basis of citizenship. For mere democracy has 
no precept by which to put the good of the fellow 
national above that ol foreigners. Such preference of 
national good to foreign good is essential for the sur~ 
vival of humanity today. Under a world government 
such preference may become bad, but today under the 
system of national morality and politics, national pre
ference is necessary for survival. India cannot trust 
pro-Pakistani military or high civil officials for 
instance. To demand that the Government should, at 
the present juncture of Pakistani hostility and pro
bable military action against us, should look into the 
credentials and past record of every high~placed uni~ 
litary and civil official, likely to be concerned in the 
coming war in favour of Pakistan is but natural and 
the plainest dictate of common-sense and reason. If 
the authorities should be ill-advised enough to con-. 
demn such demand as communal and the rest of their 
vocabulary in such a context, they will be liable to 
arouse the just criticism of the honest and patriotic 
citizen. 

A new party then demands as a pre-requisite a 
certain degree of national patriotism and democratic · 
consciousness on the part of its sponsors and following. 
This will constitute the emotional sanction to back the 
new party. 

But mere emotion is evanescent and feeble. It 
needs to be organised into a stable system and disposi
tion letting down roots into the subconscious and un
conscious levels of the mind before it can form the 
basis of continuous action and permanent sourc.e of 
inspiration. Emotions have to be attached to univer
sal or large ideas and typical personalities as ideals 
if they are to function as permanent sources of drive 
and action over long periods of time. 

Amorphous Congress 

It is here that ideas come to play their great role. 
Today the Congress Party has lost its original 
nationalist and genuine cultural flavour, drawn from 
the historic sources of national feeling and ritual and 
concrete myths and types. Under Nehru it has adopted 
socialist and communist ideas, which are vivid only 
in Nehru's hazy mind. The second rank Of leaders 
are mostly new upstarts and social climbers and 
careerists. They have had no vivid nationalist ex
perience of the days of struggle. They are content 
today to follow the Nehru direction for personal 
reasons. The protagonists of the new party have to 
develop a sphere of alternative ideas, covering every 
field of current problems-economic, social, poJitical 
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and constitutional. They have to attach national 
feeling and democratic sentiment to a new set of ideas 
making for free economy and free society. and the 
flowering of .man in a free and stimulating but co
operative environment. 

For this purpose study and discussion on a large 
scale in all parts of the country are essential. Fortu
nately naeure throws up in each generation a certain 
percentage of individuals wifh more than ordinary 
flair for thinking. The leaders of the new party 
have to discover such persons, and to encourage them 
to think along new lines calculated to fill the objec
tives of national democracy with the content of free 
economy and free society. The leaders, that is those 
who have arrived at the new ideas somehow today 
have a double task before them. They have to sub· 
ject current fallacies and policies to constructive criti
cism and show their fatal inadequacy for leading to 
social good. In industry, in trade, in administration, 
in banking and currency, in agriculture, in the matter 
of the national language, of the Five Year Plan etc. 
the new leaders have to show the shortcomings of 
current policies. They will then develop the under
lying ideas into constructive alternative schemes of 
law and policy-making for a better society. In this 
task the literature of free economy and free society 
put forth by libertarians and liberal philosophers in 
Europe and America as well as by Indian pioneers 
like Mr. R. B. Latvala will be of yeoman service. 
Without such stimulus of ideas, more fully developed 
than our incipient probings, an outright creation of a 
new earth and a new heaven will be arduous and well~ 
nigh impossible. 

Need to Spread Liberlnrlan Ideology 

Libertarian societies, Adam Smith Clubs, Liberal 
Clubs, Current Affairs Clubs etc. will be the form in 
which the new groups can be drawn and moulded 
into study and discussion clubs. Reading rooms, study 
circle meetings and occasional public lectures and 
symposia will form the nucleus of new thought. 
Bentham and Mills in the first part of the nine
teenth century did gather such clubs around them 
and- formulated much of their thought in these dis
cussion meetings. Quiet, solitary study and reflection 
need to be challenged and burnished and sharpened 
by social contact and clash of mind with mind in 
pursuit of ideas. This is the only nursery of new 
ideas and the school of their correction and shaping 
that man is aware of. Libertarian clubs will develop 
groups of such keen intellectuals animated not merely 
by the zest for ideas but also in the motive of national 
service at a time of grave crisis in the affairs of the 
nation as at present-what with Pakistan threatening 
attack and international communism using all its 
wiles to inveigle our leaders and the mass mind. 
Ideals will light up pa'lhways of action and national 
democratic emotion or sentiment will furnish deep 
and stable drives or motives for long-term action. 

Policies can then be formulated and subjected to 
the X-Ray action of the scrutiny of similar groups all 
over the country. For this purpose journals like the 
Indian Liber~arian and Mysindia, Thought and Orga~ 
niser, Swarajya and Current will be helpful. Oui-

(Continued on page 9) 



THIS HINDI MANIA 
By M. N. Tholal 

..•.•...............•...•..... 

THE language problem in the country is a creation 
of our "patriots", the foremost among whom was 

Gandhi)!. But for these misguided people there 
would have been no problem at all. As it is, it 
threatens to rip the country into many parts, and we 
rc·!us~ to bclJcvc Jt. Just as we refused to believe 
that Pakistan would ever come into being, maintain
Ing all the time that it was a bargaining counter of 
the Muslim League. 

When Gandhiji came back to India after conducting 
his struggle In South Africa on behalf of Indians there, 
n gathering, which included Mohammad Ali Jinnah, 
presented him with a welcome address in English. He 
chided the organisers of the function for presenting 
the address In English, saying Jt should have been 
presented in Gujcrati. Demagogy was on the march, 
expecting everything smelling anti-British to be 
cheered. 

Mysticism 

When in the twenties Gandhiji began leading an 
oil-India movement, he discovered in Hindi the 
foundation for his Swaraj. Says S. Ramanathan tit 
his Lcogue of Youth: 

"Just before leaving Madras he called me to his 
presence and talked to me in a hushed voice which 
m;:1de me feel I was being favoured with a con
tldcn tial message. He asked me whether I had 
any knowledge of Hindi and whether 1 had seen 
handspinning of cotton yarn on the charkha. To 

(Continued from page 8) 

study circle comrades will use these journals for ex
ch~nge of thought and mutual enlightenment. In 
tins way in a reasonable period of time, we will find 
groups of informed, steady and earnest citizens 
detaching themselves from the mass and discoverin~ 
their sell-identity. They can then link up in an all
l?din associ?tion for political action. This will take 
hme .. But If leading thinkers in all provincial capi
tnls hnk up and pursue a common programme the 
lime required will be abridged. ' 

They wi~l then come out on the national scene as 
nn all-Indm association with an alternative set of 
idcns on all crucial questions. Then they might make 
an impact on the mass. Then men of money will 
come forward, more liberally with confidence and 
the movement will grow more rapidly. This ba,cking 
of tho masses and moneyed classes will form the 
sanction behind the new party, which will take the 
sha.pe of. action if the leaders are prepared for bold 
n~tiOn Without fear or favour. When the times are 
rap.e and there is electricity in the air, the time re
QUired for this will be telescoped into a short period:o matter ?f .a year or two. If such a party is not 

rmed Wlthm four or five years with chances of 
success, the time will have passed by for saving the 
country from chaos or (and) communism. 
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both the questions I returned a negative answer. 
Then he told me I should set about l~arning Hindi 
and handspinning. because these two were the 
foundations of the Swaraj he (Was building up. 
He enjoined upon me to conveY this m~ssage to 
my friends and then left Madras for the North." 

Hindi held no mysteries for Northerners. among 
whom it led to the estrangement oCMuslims from the 
Congress and was seized by Muslim communalists as 
a weapon to prove Gandhi"s communalism. (In the 
matter of providing handy weapons to enemies of 
nationalism Gandhiji was always generous.) He was, 
however, soon obliged to substitute the word Hindu
stani for Hindi, leaving the choice of the script bet
ween Urdu and Hindi to individuals. But the mischief 
had been done by his shortsightedness and his Hindu 
followers generally kept using the word Hindi for the 
national language-to-be and communal Muslims con
tinued exploiting the blunder. 

When the constitution was on the anvil Purushottam
das Tandon was all for Hindi as well as Hindi nume
rals, while a section of Congressmen led by Nehru 
were for English numerals. Tandon said he would 
rather have both br nothing and wait for the day when 
he could -have both. Ghanshyamdas Gupta, now 
leader of the "Save Hindi" agitation in Punjab, urged 
the pro-Hindi-wallahs to have Hindi then and there 
without Hindi numerals, for, after a few years, they 
might not even be able to have Hindi as the national 
language of the whole country. 

An Unguarded Moment 

So Hindi became a part of the Constitution in an 
unguarded moment so far as the Southerners and Ben
galees were concerned. The issues were not fully 
thrashed out as the Gandhites, as in duty bound, were 
all for it. But as the first flush of elation at having 
obtained Swaraj cooled down, people began to realize 
that the proposition was unfair to a majority of Indians 
and placed Northerners in a position of vantage. Only 
a dishonest mind cari. fail to realise that the South
erner and the Bengalee will be placed at a great dis
advantage when Hindi becomes the national language, 
and only an unpatriotic mind can fail to realize that 
they will not for long tolerate the discrimination 
against them. 

A man who has a sense of justice and fairplay 
should be able to place himself easily in another man's 
position. It should be obvious to the meanest intelli
gence that the average Southerner and Bengalee will 
never be able to attain the same proficiency in Hindi 
a~ the average Northerner, just as, with all our devo
tion to the English language, we are unable to attain 
th~ same proficiency in it as the average Englishman. 
ThiS alone should rule out the proposition that Hindi 
should be the national lant:uage of the country. For 
an-unjust imposition is sure to hr~ed revolt. ' 
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l>eciding Factor 
We cannot deny the fact that Hindi today, even 

after the establishment of Pakistan, is a disintegrat~ 
ing force, while English is a cementing force. Loka
manya Tilak, a greater patriot than any we have 
yet produced, once said that our craving for freedom 
itself was a result of English education. There is no 
sense at all ~ retaining the anti-British bias after the 
British have gifted Swaraj to us, and retaining it to 
::uch an extent as to make us feel prejudiced against 
not only what created the urge for freedom and 
democracy in us, but also. against what makes the 
whole land kin. I may here say in passing that I 
have never heard a greater lie than the oft-repeated 
statement that we won swaraj as a result of our non
violent movements. 

A journalist who has pronounced pro-Hindi views 
admitted to me the other day that English was a 
cementing force, but asked me impatiently: "How 
long can we retain English as our national language?" 
And my answer to him was: "For as long as it remains 
a cementing force. And if it is in the national inter
est to retain it as the national language for ever, then 
we should have it as our national language for ever." 

It is indeed very strange that we all claim to be 
patriots and none of us practically is inclined to think 
in terms of the country. I would, without the slight
est hesitation, vote for the language of Timbuctoo if 
it alone could k.eep this country united. That should 
be the deciding factor for any patriotic soul. 

Cl~ims of English 
But there is another consideration also which weighs 

heavily in favour of English. With every language is 
associated the culture of the people using that langu
age. We have optec;l for democracy and the parlia
mentary system of Government. No one can honestly 
say that ours is a democratic culture. If it were, we 
would not have been worshipping Gandhi despite his 
declaration: "I do not work for freedom of the 
country: I work for non-violence". If it were, we 
would not have been crying ourselves hoarse with 
Shouts of "Jawaharlal Nehru-ki-Jai". Why have we 
been doing that? Because through our languages we 
imbibe bhakti, the spirit of devotion. That is our 
tr~dition. 

Every country has. its peculiar tradition. Take 
Russia. Docs not the tradition of tyrrany continue 
there despite the fact that Czardom was liquidated 
there forty years ago? And the tradition is continued 
there by those very people who liquidated Czardom! 

I asked the journalist friend who was all for Hindi: 
"Are there anY patriotic songs in Hindi?" He replied: 
"There must' be"! I have yet to bear one. If we arc 
really keen on the democracy enshrined in our Con
stitution, we should insist on the English language 
remaining our lingua franca at least for as long as an 
Indian language is not ready to take its place with the 
consent of all the States in the country. 

As matters stand, no one wants the English language 
to go except the "Hindi maniacs", and they are ·an 
interested party, like every one who speaks Hindi. 
Every one loves his. language, and. the Tamilian is 
entitled to love his language as ffi':I.Ch as the Northern 
Hindu loves his. Imagine then the former's reaction . 
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on being asked to receive his education in Hindi. For, 
that is exactly what the Official Language Commis· 
sion proposes. 

Wbat a Proposal! 

I was to write an article on the Commission's report 
as soon as it came out. As it was a bulky document 
and the time at my disposal was short, I confined 
myself to a perusal of the summary supplied by the 
Information Department of the Government of India. 
In the summary was a paragraph which said in effect: 
The Commission recommends that the medium of 
instruction in all universities should be Hindi. I rang 
up the Department to confirm this bewildering recom
mendation and, not being able to contact the man·in· 
charge, I left the proposal uncriticised, so sure I felt 
that it could not be. Yet a few days later a Minister 
made a speech which incidentally confirmed the cor
rectness of the official summary! 

We reject English as the medium of instruction, 
saying it is a foreign tongue and therefore unsuitable 
as a medium of instruction, and in the same breath im· 
pose another foreign tongue as the medium of instruc
tion for the majority of the people of the country. 
(There can be no denying the fact that what is not 
mother tongue is foreign tongue.) And yet those who 
signed the report are passing for sane patriots, and it 
has been frequently asserted by the President as well 
as the Prime Minister that there is no intention of 
developing Hindi at the cost of other rei;!ional 
languages. 

C. Rajagopalachari has in a letter to the dailies pro
tested against the exaggerated figures being published 
to show the progress Hindi is making in the South. 
There seems no limit to the wishful thinking we can 
indulge in. 

An Assurance 

Side by side there is the oft·rcpcated assurance that 
Hindi will not be imposed. "One cannot exactly 
understand what this exactly means in the face of nil 
that is being done to make Hindi the sole official 
language of the Central Government and the sole 
inter-State medium," says Rajaji and he proceeds to 
observe: uHowever, there is this assurance. Let us 
ask that this· assurance be given effect to. The best 
way to do it is to make it clear by a statutory provi
sion that no change will be made in the matter with· 
out the consent of the legislatures of all the States. A 
step that-affects all the states should have the consent 
of e'very one of them. Till then the present medium 
of official communications and documents. which has 
been suffered without any inconvenience these two 
centuries and during the ten years after independence, 
should continue. This would be the fair meaning of 
non-imposition, if it is ,really intended to be followed 
as a doctrine." It will be fair no doubt, but it will 
result in English continuing as our lingua franca till 
the Greek calends. 

A Supreme Court Judge once said that he could not 
visualise the time when Supreme Court Judges would 
be able to deliver in Hindi their judgments with the 
precision they demanded. 

Mr. K. M. Munshi hai been saying. that Eng:lish 



should not b~ neglected and discarded so lon.g as an 
alternate language has not been developed to Its level 
of accuracy and precision. This ex-President of the 
Hindi Sahilya Sammclan has gone to the extent of 
saying that Hindi would take a con~ide~a~le time. to 
develop to the h:vcl of English. In h1s opm1on English 
and Sanskrit are the two great national unity forces 
in the c~untry and it was the removal of English that 
was Jcading to llnguism. 

N(:arJy thirty years ago I heard a Bengali Muslim 
t•xclalm at hearing Motilal Nehru speak: "Panditji aap 
to NabJ kl jaban bolt.a hal!" (Panditji, you speak the 
Jnn.J,CutdCt' of the Prophet!) The reference was to Urdu 
which sounded like Arabic to him. We know how 
the Muslims of East Pakistan could not be made to 
swallow the "hmguage of the Prophet." Can we suc
ceed where the fanatical Muslims failed? 

The English Language 
Almost every word in the English language can be 

traced b:~ck to its beginning or origin, to the source 
whence it came. The origin or source of a word is 
called its root. The root is the fundamental or pri-

mary element from which the word springs, as the 
stem from the root of a tree. 

The root is of course the most important part of 
the word, for not only is it the source but in it is 
also implied the meaning. A large percentage of 
English words come from Latin or Greek. All roots 
may be traced back to an Aryan origin. This is now 
a universally accepted fact. The English language is 

-a member of the Indo-European family of languages 
and as such is of Aryan origin. -It sprang from an 
Aryan source. Consequently almost every word in 
English, irrespective of the source from which it is 
dtrived, comes from an Aryan root. 

The original roots are not numerous. Hindu gram
marians have traced the whole of Sanskrit vocabulary 
to about two thousand roots, of which only about 
eight hundred can be found in literature now. Accord
ing to Max Muller, "their stock-in-trade is no more 
than about eight hundred roots." On these eight 
hundred primary elements rests the structure ·of the 
Indic languages, of whiclt English is one. 

Should we then be needlessly hostile to a grandchild 
of Sanskrit while fondling her daughters? 

Kashmir Issue And Safety Of India 
By Prof. Om Prakasha KahoL 

THE way Indian leaders have handled the Kashmir 
Issue, has led to the grim possibility of a clash 

between this country and the major world Powers. 
And the greatest service, a well~wisher of the nation 
can render at the present juncture is to help avert, at 
all costs, the outbreak of hostilities on this ticklish 
issue. How are we going to acquit ourselves, for 
example, if the United Nations go ahead to implement 
their Security Council's decision to hold a plebiscite 
in Knshmir under international supervision? Our 
lcadl•rs arc not serving the ends of peace by their 
appeals to the masses for getting ready to shed the 
last drop of blood on the battle~field.' If maintenance 
of calm over an adverse decision could ever be a 
virtue, it is on this present occasion, when a respect
able section of the world opinion has come to 
question the wisdom of a man, in whom Indian mas
ses have been reposing absolute faith for nearly 10 
long years. The cause of India would be better 
served if, instead of falling out against one and all, 
we dispassionately review Nehru's own failings in 
this matter and try to win the goodwill of foreign 
Powers by frankly disowning some of his policies. 

Why is it that the majority of nations is against 
India? We cannot dispose of this questioil by saying 
that they are all sordid or selfish in their approach. U 
Nehru's presentation of India's case has failed to en
list the support of world Powers for India, the fault 
can as well be with him. If his arguments for not 
holding a plebiscite are really cogent, why do they 
fail to convince others? Instead of preparing our 
youth to lay down their lives on the Kashmir front, 
we should rather critic;1lly examine Nehru's own poll-

cies, which have brought the country so close to a 
head-on· collision with the United Nations. This 
disasterous eventuality must be averted. 

BLUNDERS AFTER BLUNDERS 

From India's 'point of view, the recent history of 
Kashmir has been a tale of blunders, committed by 
Nehru with the connivance of Opposition leaders. 
Vlhatever might be the weak points of Maharaja Hari 
Singh, it was a mistake to question his authority to 
speak. for Kashmir, after he had applied for accession 
to India. The instrumenil of accession signed by him 
is one of the most important documenfs in support of 
India's case, and it cannot be called a service to India 
to reduce the legal force of it by nullifying the Maha
raja's authority. But Nehru thought it feasible to do 
so and offered, in a fit of idealism, to abide by the 
people's verdict on the question of accession. That 
was the time, when the consequences of an unfavour
able verdict should have been thoroughly assessed. 
But Nehru persisted in offering to hold a plebiscite so 
seriously that this solution became the focus of the 
attention of the whole world. 
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Then the reins of the Government were handed over 
to Mohammad Abdullah whose life has been a series 
of betrayals, and no heed was paid to warnings from 
friendly quarters. Meanwhile our armed forces had 
inflicted a crushing defeat on the Pakistan-raiders. 
But when they were about to ·get the fruit of their 
sacrifices, Nehru again intervened. He took the case 
te> the United Nations. The sentiments of the Kash
miris were allowed to develop around a separate flag, 
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a separate constitution and a separate 'Head of the 
State'. Under these circumstances, if the Kashmiris 
began to dream of an independent Kashmir, the fault 
was not theirs. History has proved that Nehru's ap
proach to the Kashmir issue was wrong and has not 
produced the desired effects. He is now retracing his 
steps. 

Too Late To Retrace 
But times have changed. World opinion has taken 

a definite shape during the long period of about 10 
years, and the world Powers have agreed to the idea- , 
listie course suggested by Nehru to settle the dispute. 
To go back on any of his commitments even by a 
comma, at this s-tage is sure to create misgivings, sus
picion and distrust. Nehru is caught in the cob-web 
of his own making. What is the justice in keeping 
Mohammad Abdullah in detention without a trial? 
Why should the plebiscite not be held now? If Paki
stan has entered into some kind of an unholy alliance 
with the other Powers, why should the people of 
Kashmir be denied their right of self-determination? 
Nehru's replies to these plain questions cannot satisfy 
rational thinkers even in India, and if outsiders fail 
to side with him, the fault is not theirs. 

RIGHT THINGS DONE AT WRONG MOMENT 

The Security Council is not composed of angels, but 
of human beings, who have their own interests simi
lar to ours. Their support to our cause will depend 
not upon what we think to be the intrinsic righteous
ness of our cause, but upon considerations of mutual 
give-and-take, and Nehru should have understood 
this basic fact, when he carried India's case to the 
United Nations. To flout the authority of the Security 
Council now, when its verdict is not likely to be favour
able to us, to play hide-and-seek about the plebiscite 
issue, to keep Abdullah in detention without trial, and 
to introduce the 'New Constitution' under the present 
conditions, cannot be approved by anY impartial refe- · 
ree. Speaking subjectively-judging things from 
India's point of view-these steps taken by Nehru 
·can be described as right things done at the wrong 

moment. They have gone a long way to weaken 
India's stand morally, and the opinion of many nations, 
otherwise friendly with us, has gravitated in the direc
tion of Pakistan. It has to be admitted that the 
strategy of our Islamic neighbour has regained much 
of the ground lost during the past few years. 

Every Indian has a right to know what the people 
of Kashmir want. If they are in favour of accession 
to India, why should Nehru not vindicate his stand 
by an impartial plebiscite? And if they are against 
India, what is the reason? What are Nehru's achieve
ments there, if after dumping millions upon millions 
of rupees, he has not been able to win their goodwill? 
Upon the correct interpretation of the results of his 
policies in Kashmir depends the security and stability 
of the whole state of India. By assuring Nehru of 
their support through thick anQ thin, the leaders of 
Opposition are not serving the cause of India. Perhaps 
some of the basic principles he is hugging tenaciously 
may need modifications. And no better course can 
suggest itseU to us, unless we frankly dissociate our
selves from Nehru's policies, which appear to us to 
be erroneous. We must not pin our faith in the medi
eval dictum that the King can do no wrong. In tackl
ing the Kashmir issue, Nehru has brought India face 
to face with a clash with major Powers. Instead of 
calling the nation to prepare for a war, which we can 
hardly afford, we must subject Nehru's foreign, home 
and defence policies to a critical examination. We 
believe the very basic principles of his administration 
are fundamentally wrong. There is nothing wrong 
with the Security Council. 

THE PRICE INDIA WILL HAVE TO PAY 

The worst of it, that the fear of the loss of Kash
mir is being exploited to engender anti-American and 
anti~British feelings among the Indians, so that a stage 
is bound to come when the nation would be psycholo
gically prepared to surrQnder even her sovereignty to 
get economic and military aid from Russia, to meet its 
war-time exigencies, in case hostilities break out. The 

(Continued on page 15) 

EDITORIAL-( Continued from page 4) 
The Army was not permitted to deal with the sit

uation firmly and put down the resistance. Nagas 
-carried on a shooting war but our "Buddhist" rulers 
have enjoined on the army the practice of ahimsa! 
This is a flagrant misuse of the army. 

The result is plain for all to see. The Government 
of India have declared an amnesty for killers and 
have conceded the modified claim of a separate Naga 
Hill State combining the Naga Hill areas and the 
Teunsang North-East Frontier Agency. This is 
appeasement in the border country that is fraught 
with risk to national security. 

This is a blow to the integrity of Assam. The con
cession to the Nagas will inspire similar demands 
from other hill areas for independence, which cannot 
be denied. The Assamese State without the hill 
areas will shrink to a district! 

Much of this area is virgin forest and the inhabited 
districts are scattered far apart with no communica
-tions between them. Manipur, Tripura, Cachar and 
·other areas are unconnected by communications. The 
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Teunsang Frontier Agency is inhabited by tribes other 
than the Nagas right up to the Chinese, Tibetan and 
Burmese borders There is no reason why this area 
is to be included in the Naga region unless to secure 
a viable unit If these tribes can be included in the 
Naga region there is no reason why both the Nagas 
and the north-east tribes should not be asked to keep 
house with the Assamese State. To create a separate 
administrative unit for the Nagas is thus to create a 
host of totally unnecessary problems. It sets the 
dangerous precedent for any dissident group to secure 
similar autonomy by similar militant recalcitrance. 

Further, the new Miga region is to be under the 
External Affairs Ministry as though the Nagas are 
foreigners! This is to accord administrative recogni
tion to separateness and is a backward move. It should 
be under the Home Ministry. The Prime Minister 
refused to hand Kashmir over to Sardar Patel's Home 
Ministry. The present decision in regard to the Nagas 
is similar and is likely to have a similar outcome viz. 
the indefinite prolongation of the problem. 



INDIA AND RUSSIA-A PARALLEL 
By Nautamlal C. Tejpal 

tent this too was helpful in preparing the ground in 
Russia for communism. THE idea of "socialist pattern of society" is a twin 

brother of Gandhiji's Sarvodaya. Chrn;tianity 
whlch Is supposed to be based on the principle of Love, 
Service and Sharing, greatly appealed to Gandhi. 
During the first days of early Christianity a type of 
primitive communal life was actually lived by the 
Christians. The people were attracted to this type of 
faith, mainly because of a belief amongst the Hebrew 
people that 'The World was coming to its end soon.' 
Naturally this forboding made the people no more 
dtflirous to acquire and hoard wealth. Many families 
pooled their worldly belongings and established real 
community life. But then a woman asked her hus
band to withhold a part of their wealth from being 
thrown into the common lot. Saint Peter came to 
know about it, he cursed them and both of them 
died. Centuries ago a similar movement had come . 
into cxb:tence among the Zorostrians. 

.., Lenin was a master mind and he was not slow to 
seize the opportunity which presented itself during the 
First World War. The poor Kulaks were compul
sarily recruited in the Czar's army. The untrained 
Russian soldiers were driven like animals to certain 
death, they had no shoes, no proper clothing nor 
enough ammunition. This gave Lenin the chance to 
start the great revolution. 

During the beginning of 19th century a community 
of this kind was started in Russia and its members 
were called Doukobors. Before Bolshevism came to 
Russia, the Russians were considered to be a deeply 
religious p{'oplc. This made the existence of this type 
of spiritual communism possible there. In 1874 a 
group of Russian Anabaptists migrated to U.S.A. and 
even today they are living the life of spiritual com- ' 
munism. They arc sW.f-sufficient with their farms, 
selling their excess produce, wearing the simplest of 
Pl'nsant costumes, educating their own children to 
foJiow in their foot-steps, providing their own reli
gious leaders, teachers, builders, plumbers and doctors. 
When a new member joins a colony, he gives to it all 
that he can. Each settlement holds everything in com
mon. Each individual has a specific role to play in 
this community and every man is elected to his trade 
or duty. The Ten Commandments are strictly adhered 
to as the basis for living. Their extreme pacifism re
quire their disassociation from participating in war. 

Why Communism Succeeded In Russia 

Paradoxically enough, this communism could be 
found in primitive form in what is called "capitalist" 
U.S.A. and Canada. of which the world has very little 
knowledge. Against this, the communism of Russia 
nnd China is based on gross materialism, its prophet is 
Karl 1\Iarx and its bible is Das Kapital. Karl Marx 
and his followers expected that the communism will · 
start from the highly industrialized countries of the 
West. But the world was astonished to hear that Rus
sia was the first to embrace it. The reason is not far 
to seck. 

In Russia there were large masses of illiterate 
superstitious but highly religious minded people call~ 
cd 'Kulaks'-the farm labourers who were being 
bou~ht and sold with the land. The back-ground of 
religious bclief-'to love, to serve and to share'-was 
there. This spiritual type of communism is very well 
depicted in the writings of Tolstoy and to some ex-

Thus the Russian revolution started witli the help
of the Czaris1! army and it is still being maintained with 
the help of the same army, now termed the Soviet Red 
Anny. Instead of the organised industrial labour, the 
organised Army' took the initiative ... The result is that 
the communism which is based on gross materialism 
is enforced on the masses by the military might of 
Soviet Russia. 

Their Beliefs and their Disillusions 
. The poor and ignorant Russian peasantry believed 

that communism means sharing equally and that 
every one would have a chance to lead a life of ease 
like the landlprds. The collectivist farms were hast
i!y organised, the ignorant people imagining that they 
will own the land, share equal ease, but none wanted 
to render equal service. So during the 20's and early 
30's there was wide-spread famine and starvation 
deaths. The Kulaks were used to being driven to work 
by their masters. Now they wanted to live like 
princes. But this was not to be. The Arabic proverb 
says, "If you are a prince and I am a prince who will 
drive the ass? 

Stalin came down with a heavy hand, and made the 
masses work,-there were purges, concentration 
camps, and heavy punishments,-all this became the 
order of the day. Higher targets of production were 
fixed every year and woe to him who failed in his 
allotted task. It was established beyond doubt that 
communism without rut!hless totalitarianism is im
possible. 

After a generation of ruthless regime we hear today 
that Russia_ is on its way to higher production and 
its people are satisfied. But the truth is that the new 
generation is indoctrinated and moulded in body and 
mind to ask no question and follow the dictates of their 
new masters. They are in no way different from the 
fonner serfs of Czarist Russia or Negro slaves of old 
America who were satisfied in their lot and when they 
were freed, they found themselves completely at a 
loss as to how to live as free men. 

Here I would like to site an instance as how the 
minds of a whole nation which is fully literate is 
moulded by its dictators. In 1935 when the Italo
Abyssinian war had started, I was in Japan. The 
entire Japanese nation was against Italy's unpro.vok
ed attack. Even the washer-women and boot-blacks 
who all read the daily papers and freely discussed 

· politics, were crying 'Ah! Poor Abyssinians, Oh! Poor 
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of the future generation, people were called to sacri
fice th.eir sweat, blood and tears for future peace, 
and still the world is where it was, and the fnture 

<:oloured people." There was also some talk of an 
Abyssinian princess marrying a Japanese prince, and 
negotiation were going on to start a huge cotton plan· 
tation in Abyssinia with Japan's help. The entire 
Japanese nation was talking about this, when an Italian· 
_goodwill mission came, and the Italo~Japanese friend· 
ship was forged. An Halo-Japanese Axis was formed 
and within a couple of days, as if by magic the minds of 
the whole nation were turned to opposite views. They 
all began to talk about the civilizing crusade of the 
Italians against the barbarians and the backward Aby
ssinians. 

1 generation will have to worry and take care of itself. 

A \Vartling to Indians 

All these preliminary instances will show how dic
tators, whether communist or fascist, take control of 
the people's mind. This should be a warning to the 
Indian people about the slogan of .. socialist pattern of 
society," 

Today the Indian Government is trying to mould 
our minds to supp'ort its pet Five Year Plan, however 
faulty or fantastic it might be. In · the totalitarian 
rule the people are moulded to loose their power of 
free thinking, To prove the fact, one has only to 
attend any meeting of the ruling party in which Mr. 
Nehru is present, and he would be struck with the fact 
that all the members sit there meekly like little school 
-children, hearing their master Nehru without any voice 
of dissent. Woe to him who speaks anything to dis
please Nehru. By now they honestly believe that 
'Nehru does no wrong.' The only qualification of Mr. 
Dhebar to be the president of the Congress is his capa
city to be the best 'Yes'-man of Nehru. 

Gandhi Prepared the Ground 

In India, Gandhi and Vinoba Bhave have prepared 
the ground for a totalitarian regime. What Tolstoy had 
done in Russia with his bias towards Socialism on 
spiritual lines with simple living and a life of renuncia
tion (tyaga), Gandhi and Bhave have done for India. 
There is a great similarity between Czarist Russia 
and India today. Both had suffered from tyranny, 
both have illiterate, underfed and starving peasantry. 
And Nehru is doing what Lenin had done in Russia
Socialism with materialistic a bias, with the carrot' of 
"higher standard of living" and "more production at 
any cost" dangling before the ignorant masses. 
Though the Nehru Government has not as yet started 
the full blast of totalitarianism, it has started to bribe 
the workers with more pay for less work with the 
slogan "Land to the tillers," This is the first step to 
kill the wealthy classes with the help of the masses. 
When that is achieved the turn of the enslavement 
of the masses will come. The workers will be forc
ed to work as in the totalitarian states, since the vicious 
circle of higher taxes, higher cost of living has started 
since long. 

People are asked to make sacrifices for the good 
of the future generation. But it should be noted that 
we are burdening the future generation with the huge 
national debt to purchase capital goods worth bil~ 
lions of rupees which, within a decade or two, will 
be obsolete with the coming of automation and Atomic 
power. Why should we think that our future gene
ration will be too weak and worthless to fend for 
itself? Both the last wars were fought for the good 
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When we shall reach the present level of Western 
industrialization, the West would have outstripped 
us with the adoption of automation and latest 
technocracy. 

Due to long foreign rule the present generation is 
demoralized mentally and physically and weakended 
due to malnutrition. It is a crime to ask the present 
generation to make sacrifices any more. As a result of 
the higher cost of living and poor housing the process of 
demoralising and dehumanising still continues, and 
the Plan will demoralize the nation still further. 
This is most dangerous for the healthy growth 
of a virile generation for the future. Our immediate 
need is more food, people will not die of exposure if 
we have less clothing or less steel and cement. At 
present the agriculture is the most neglected subject. 
While power for industry could be had at the subsidi
sed rate of 10 nP. per unit, the farmer is made to pay 
16 nP. per unit. Further more, due to heavy import 
duties and excise the price of the mineral oils is prohi~ 
bitive for the farmer to utilize. In order that our 
farmers could produce as much as in America, we 
must have the rates of mineral oils for the agriculture 
purpose, as cheap as in America. 

The Climatic Factors 
. The. humid and hot climate of India requires less 
work and more leisure; if a man earns his daily food by 
working only for 4 hours, he would not care to work 
more for extra income. Hea'vy work, factory type 
of work is hell to the workers in India. People living 
and working in the air-conditioned houses need not 
lecture to them "Aram Haram Hai". What the people 
require is sufficient food and sufficient clothing. When 
we can't provide that and want to squeeze more work 
from these half-starved people and ruthless totalitarian 
methods would have to be adopted. In spite of ruth· 
less regimentation our grandiose Plans are doomed to 
failure. That is the sure prospect in store for India. 

The choice before India to those who are not blind 
to lessons of history is to take the practical and sen
sible method of stabilizing our agricultural base before 
taking a leap into rapid State industrialisation. While 
Tolstoy prepared the ground for the advent of mate
rialistic communism of Lenin, Stalin and Khrushchev, 
Gandhi prepared the ground in India by his mystic 
Sarvidaya while Nehru is attempting to build the 
super-structure of State capitalism. The parallel 
between Russia and India is so similar that unless a 
a bold practical and national lead is given there 
is every chance of India going totalitarian. 

U.S. SUPPORT TO PAK OVER KASHMIR ISSUE 

LAHORE: The Ambassador to Pakistan, Mr. James 
Langley, said that his country would adopt the same 
attitude as it had been taking in the Security Council, 
if the Kashmir issue came up before the General 
Assembly. 

11The U.S. will support Pakistan in the General 
Assembly as it has been doing in the Security Council." 



Political Fads And Individual Freedom 
By Libra 

"EVERY State", wrote the late Professor Laski in 
~ his charmingly written book 'Liberty in the 

J\otodem State, "contains fussy and pedantic moralists 
who seck to use its machinery to insist that their 
habits shall become the official standard of conduct 
In the. population. They are interested in prohibition 
and unJlormity for their own sake." And Professor 
Laski complains "that the moralists invade every 
sphere of Jjfc and activity, the sale of alcohol, the use 
of l<>isurc, women's dress, etc." How very true of 
India! In India, one can come across two sets of 
moralists - the moralists, who represent the ruling 
party, and a few individuals, who are not actually 
connected with the Government as such. 

The firsl political fad that I remember to my cost 
was Prakasam's order (Prakasam was one time Chief 
Minister of M<:~dras) fixing five yards of mill cloth per 
person as an annual quota, the grand idea being to 
encourage Khaddar. The public of Madras protested, 
not because of any antipathy to Khaddar. Just before 
this rule was enforced, Gandhiji had come to Madras, 
and created a deep impression on the Madras public 
and Khaddar became extremely popular. And what 
the Mahatma achieved by persuasion was lost by the 
order of Prakasam, which was administered by his tin 
gods. The irony of it was that the Mahatma himself 
was not pleased with this coercive way of encouraging 
Khaddar. Thls post-mortem is not to destroy the cult 
of Pr[ikasam's personality! But it is just to point out 

(Continued frmn ru1gc 12) 

visit of Marshal Zhukov to India, and his close inspec~ 
tion of our military installations, are things pre
gnant of dangerous consequences. What will be the 
price of Russia's help? One can better understand 
than express in so many words. What concerns us 
most at this juncture is the question: What factors 
have made the retention of Kashmir within the Indian 
Union doubtful? Are Anglo-American machinations 
alone responsible for that? Are the communal acti
vities of the Hindus the main cause of deterioration 
of the Kashmir issue? Or, is Nehru's approach basical
ly wrong"? It does not matter much whether Kashmir 
remains with India or not, but if we do not clearly 
analyse and understand the causes of its loss, and do 
not mercilessly root out the parasitic forces, the safety 
~r the whole State of India wUI remain doubtful. The 
lessons of Kashmir arc by far Ute more important than 
th~ territory of Kashmir. For, if we lose Kashmir, 
we lose but a small territory of India, and if we fail 
to learn Ute lessons Kashmir has to teach us, we may 
some day lose India itself. Kashmir has beco~ a 
problem, neither because of the Hindu communalism, 
~or because of the machinations of British imperial
Ism. but because of certain other forces, about which 
people prefer to remain mum. People will have to 
P.ay a heavy price some day for this conspiracy of 
silence. 
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the fad of a political fanatic which had unfortunate 
repercussions . 

.. Prohibition" is another fad. In a recent lecture on 
"Democracy in Communist China.,, Dr. Radhakrishnan 
stated that "when the American Government imposed 
prohibition they could not maintain it for the will of 
the people was against them, with the willingness to 
die born of the courage of sheer despotism". What 
about the Indian scene? Surely our Vice-President 
cannot deny its absolute failure in India. I would 
have appreciated Dr. Radhakrishnan's sincerity of 
purpose, had he taken a bold stand like Raj Kumari 
Amrit Kaur on the failure of Prohibition in India. 
The Rajkumari, who was provoked by the unnecessary 
spate of taxation proposal, stressed that if Gandhi 
were alive today he would have abolished Prohibition. 

Indeed the expensive and coercive police machiriery 
of this Government would be an anathema to the 
Thoreau-inspired soul of Gandhi if he were alive 
today. Miss Amrit Kaur also said that we must revive 
Salt Tax. As she says. it would be far better to 
grasp the spirit of Gandhism and not take it too lite
rally. After all Gandhiji was against centralization 
and the present Government is becoming· more and 
more centralized. In an article published in the 
Current, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur has however made it 
clear that she is "very averse to drunkenness" but. 
makes an illuminating point that "to make every one 
who drinks a glass of wine or takes a whisky and 
soda feel that he is a sinner is not only unjustifiable, 
but wholly inconsistent with the concept that-· man is 
a creature endowed with a mind". What is the result? 
Homes which manufacture alcohol (christened as cot
tage industry by a wit) have sprung up like mush
rooms. Sometimes wood alcohol is drunk in spite of 
its poisonous effects. The Exchequer suffers from a 
double loss-the actual loss of revenue and also waste 
of public expenditure to maintain a corrupt police 
department. And the psychological loss is greater 
still resulting in utter demoralization. 

What A Wonderful Gandhi Raj 

Last year the Government had banned Aubrey 
Menen's Rama Retold. The reasons which impelled 
the Government to do so must be obvious to any one 
who has read the book. It certainly outrages Hindu 
sentiments, and I was upset by the book. But the 
answer is not to ban the book, since a banned book 
always achieves the position of a classic. A similar in
cident took place when a Bhavan publication on Reli
gious Leaders was banned. Of course. in this case the 
agitation was widely organised, and as usual, the 
Prime Minister delivered his Marx-like perorations 
for reasons which ar~ well known. How is the Bhavan 
responsible for what an American wrote? The finest 
part of the story is that it was a reprint. Each one 
is at liberty to write what he feels, and differences of 
opinion are bound to occur. Such a mentality as re-
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vealed by the Bhavan agitation shows that we have 
not progressed since the days of Bruno and Galilee. 

Sometime ago Dr. B. V. Keskar protested against 
the beaming of light music by Radio Ceylon since tbey 
"tended to lower the moral and cpltural values of the 
Indian people and also ran counter to the broad
casting policy of the Indian Government". It is 
an example of colossal impudence. Lanka may be a 
cultural projection of India, but Radio Ceylon has no 
place on the map of Keskar's 14Akashavani". Hasn't 
an Indian a right to listen to any type of music that 
he likes? All of us are not highbrows and most of us . 
cannot be listening to serious classical music all the 
time. One can study Shakespeare and yet enjoy 
Gardiner, ponder over Milton and yet take a dip into 
the pages of Wodehouse. There is a place for classical 
music, but some allowance must be made for those 
who like Film Music. Not satisfied with introducing 
a so-called new tone in the A.I.R.1 our Government 
protests to Radio Ceylon. 

any reflection on the people of Egypt who gave us a 
taste of •Nationalism' by destroying the magnificent 
statue of Ferdinand de Lesseps. Lessep's "crime" was 
that he was the architect of the Suez Canal, and what 
better fate could he have expected at the hands of the 
•Nationalists'? But our politicians encourage similar 
attempts in India. There is no other way of being 
friendly with Egypt. India and Egypt are "Pancha 
Sheela" countries. A bond of friendship can be esta
blished only by breaking statues! The new slogan is 
"Man is born as a Nationalist. Nationalists of the 
world, Ul)ite. You have nothing to lose but Statues." 
(I tender my apologies to Rousseau and Marx). 

These "Kill-joys" 

Coming to the kill-joy variety, Mr. Dhebar sets an 
example by eating food cooked in Gram-Udyog Til Oil, 
but I feel that he exceeds his limits when he says that 
the heavens won't fall if woman do not use lip-stick! 
I am not an astronomer, but I am equally certain the 

Keskar as Modern Rama Avatar heavens won't fall if women used lips-stick. Tandonji 
What surprises me is not so much the exhibition of exhorts us not to use salt, lest we may be grateful to 

what may be reasonably termed extra-territorial .... him for his unsolicited advice! Another Congress 
cultural rights {it is at variance with cultural co-exist- dignitary suggests that we desist from using soap. 
ence or Panchc.. Sheela), but the assumed a priori Then there won't be any necessity to wash the dirty 
rightness on the part of the Government to proceed linen of the political parties of India. Vinobha Bhave 
with its decision. It would be a good idea to do some does not want· us to drink milk, even goat's milk. 
jamming then, in the manner of the Nazis. At any The landlords constitute Vinobha's milch cow; but 
rate the conflict between Radio Ceylon and A.I.R. can what about us? We can all drink lemon-juice or 
be developed into an excellent radio play, the modern liquid curds, sweetened with 'gur' and please the pro
version of the Ancient Ramayana which also dealt phet of Bhoodan. Another thing that Vinobha Bhave 
with the Indo-Ceylonese tangle, idealizing Keskar as wants is that women should discard jewels. This is 

... the modern Rama Avatar. What a chance for a not only crude but an intrusion in the privacy of an 
master-mind! individual. The ultimate result would be to produce 

Sir Jadhunath Sarkar told us that no civilized peo- a new race of demoralized morons in India that was 
pte should destroy mementoes of their history. This Bharat. But to avoid it, I wish to plead for a new 
eminent historian was referring to this new tamasha Freedom-Freedom from fads, which is as important 
in India. His statement need not be considered as to me as President Roosevelt's Four Freedoms. 

WELF RE IMPLIES FREEDOM 
By K. M. Munshi 

OUR concept of the Welfar'""- State is being emptied .. 
of rlemoc~· tic, mor .11 an... spiritual values. The 

Indian pattern implies an ideology and programme 
which secure for everyone economic and social justice 
through respect for human dignity, through demo
cratic institutions and methods leavened by truth and 
non-violence. This pattern alone will lead to the 
Sarvodaya State. 

The socialism of the communist pattern implies 
State ownership of the means of production and dis
tribution; totalitarianism in which human dignity is 
sacrificed to the State; complete dictatorship of the 
party bosses; the negation of all moral and spiritual 
values, and the acceptance of violence as an inalien
able principle in human relations. 

The question· is whether in implementing our pat-
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tern of a social welfare State during the last ten years, 
we have preserved· its basic values. 

No Longer the Man of God 

Our Constitution is secular, in the sense that there 
is complete freedom of religion, tolerance of and res
pect for all religions. ~But do we not find that insi
diously an atmosphere is being created in which secu
larism is treated as synonymous with godlessness? 

The spiritual outlook on life or politics is often ridi
culed. The children nre denied the inspiration of 
prayers in schools. Young men and women in the 
colleges are not provided the formative influence of 
the humanities and our ancient heritage. Even 
Gandhiji is no longer the Mahatma, the man of God, 



the prince of peace, but the •·Father of the Nation ... 
In so reducing his status we have forsworn. prayers; 
dcnitd the trust that he h::ld in God; repudtated our 
faith in truth and non-violence, by depriving his 
ffi('mory of the moral and spiritual attributes which 
made him what he was. 

We draw up a plan, so essential for an under· 
dcvdopcd nation. But suddenly physical targets, 
which cannot be fulfilled except through totalitariap 
methods, grip our imagination. The e~d .beco~es 
more important than the means. By remmdmg h1m, 
in 5e:a.son and out of season, that no sacrifice is too 
great for fulfilling the Plan, we induce the ordinary 
man-and some extraordinary men too--to come 
to the conclusion that if we are to fulfil the 
targets, we must reconcile ourselves to the loss 
of freedom, to a weakening of the rule of law, to 
an ubiquitous taxation which n9t only deprives us of 
money, but destroys social life. The plan, the plan 
is all-important, we proclaim, to the Welfare State. 
But arc freedom and human dignity to be brushed 
aside, ignored and thrown into the shade? Why not 
emphasize them as well? 

The same attitude is disclosed when dealing with 
the private and the public sector in industry. High 
authorities on socialism of the non-communist brand 
emphasize that the socialistic economy requires a 
private sector because the socialists place a value on 
individual freedom. 

Cooperative Farming 

The Welfare State of the Indian pattern cannot 
possibly have anything to do with collective farming, 
which is an instrument of totalitarianism worked by 
tl•rrific coercion. In China, what is called cooperative 
farming is only a variety of collective farming. Yet 
some of our people have fallen in love with it. They 
want it, but, they say, by democratic mean_s. 

Is this not a contradiction in terms'? Co-operation 
by democratic means will be something very different 
from the collectivism of the communist variety. by 
whatever name its real nature is camouflaged under 
communism. And if this contradiction persists ·in 
practice, which will we choose--co-operation or de
mocracy? 

One of the planks on which our concept of a Welfare 
State is based is the rule of law, the very foundation 
of freedom and democracy. It presupposes that law 
and order is milintaincd irrespective of the political 
idcolo~y of the Ministry in power. Necessarily, there· 
fore, it has to be enforced by the neutral agency of 
the milgistracy and police, which acts fearlessly. But 
while we have been functioning under our Constitu· 
lion, the Chief Minister in Kerala has taken to him· 
sell, as the party chief, the law and order powers of 
the Criminal Procedure Code. He holds in effec~ 
thnt the police must not interfere to protect those 
whom he considers the enemies in the class war which 
his ideology demands. 

Thus we have reached an extraordinary position. 
Under the cover of the slogan of a Welfare State. some 
men can glibly speak the languag'e of the democrat, 
but cheerfully walk in the footsteps of the tyrant. 
They can swear by the "people" of India, but deny 
the protection of law to citizens who differ ideologi-

cally from them. They can pledge themselves to up
hold the freedom of the citizens, but attempt to 
cripple it to secure their '"welfare". They proclaim 
the rule of law, but try to circumvent it by various 
devicesp if need be by curtailing the jurisdiction of the 
Jaw courts, the first and the last bulwark of freedom. 

Creaping Paralysis 

This creeping paralysis of the mind and the will, 
induced in us by slogans, has many symptoms. They 
take the shape of overlooking democratic precedents; 
ol despising remonstrances; of treating grievances 
with ridicule; of learning to tolerate totalitarian 
methods with complacency. We are so hypnotized by 
slogans that we acquiesce in things which we have 
sworn to discard, and fear to speak our mind lest we 
may be charged with not being hundred per cent 
socialists. 

However- much we may differ in our individual · 
conceptions of a Welfare State, those of us whO love 
the country cannot disagree at least on one point. The 
Welfare State has to be won for India; but its shape 
and content should not be determined by the artificial 
canons of orthodox doctrinaires. They should be 
determined by maintaining freedom; by developing 
adherence to truth and non-violence; by strengthening 
the moral and spiritual values of our ancient heritage. 
Therein lies the hope for the human race. 

If we disagree on this vital point, there may be a 
State, but there, will be no welfare; there will be an 
India, but nothing Indian about it; and our freedom 
will lie in ruins. 
-From a speech at Bharatiya Vidya Bhavan, Bombay. 

SUPPLY OF HUMAN MATERIAL 

In his Convocation Address to the Arya College at 
Ludhiana Dr. R. K. Bhan, Deputy Educational Adviser 
to the Government of India, said thcit the success of 
a college should not be judged merely by the univer
sity pass percentage" but "by the extent to which it 
has contributed towards the development of the per
sonality of the young and helped him bringing out his 
qualities of body and mind." Those ·in the audience 
who admired the humanist pronouncement of the 
learned speaker mUS1. have experienced a rude shock 
when he enlarged on the subject by saying that the 
yardstick of pass percentages would have to be re
placed by another type of measure which would 
'"indicate the extent to which an institution has made 
a contribution in the "supply of suitable human mate
rial needed for development of the country." .... This 
is the very antithesis of Humanism. To assess the use· 
fulness of educational institutions in terms of the 
"supply of suitable human material" is a degrading 
conception of the seats of learning and an educational 
system. based on such notions as cannot inspire either 
thirst for knowledge or respect for the dignity of 
human individuaL ......... Hitler might have deli· 
vered himself of such sentiments for the guidance of 
Germany in her fascist days. Modern India has no 
need to be guided by such examples. 

-Radical Humanist 
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CLEAR THE DEBRIS OF TEN YEARS-(Cont!nuect from page 6) 

Charter For Squandermanla 

With the same power, ostensibly derived by virtue 
of their being democratically elected by an Ignorant 
and llllterate people, the Congress junta, have been 
emboldened to come to the people with the second 
l<'ive Year Plan with estimated expenses of 
Rs. 6000 crores and odd. However, with infiationary 
tendencies and the rising cost of materials. the Plan 
estimates have been daily spiralling to astronomical 
heights. Today (September 26) our Finance Minister 
has gone abroad with the begging bowl to USA, and 
will then go to West Germany and other continental 
countries begging for financial aid towards the Plan. 
According to Mr. Krishnamachari his mission is to 
get 1,400,000,000 dollars in USA. How optimistic he 
is about the success of his mission is seen from the 
subsequent statement of his. "I do not think any one 
country could provide that amount." 

Mr. Nehru's best friend and comrade, Soviet Rus
sia. has given us credit for Rs. 40 crores roubles. ~ut 
the instrinsic value of a rouble being a speculat•.ve 
matter, it won't come in actual rupees to more tha!l 
Rs. 10 crores, a mere drop in the ocean. Add to th1s 
trickle from Russia the proposed grant of Rs. 100 
crores from the World Bank during the Plan period. 
And yet there remains the widening gap betw~en the 
resources available and the actual money requued to 
Implement the Plan. Only airy visionaries could 
think of such an ambitious and Impossible Plan. But 
then these are the men who are at the helm of affairs 
of the country. And if the Plan falls, as it is bound to 
fail, then chaos and crisis are promised to the country. 

· Trusting People Ld Down 

In the circumstances, it is more than a sure bet that 
the second Five Year Plan is heading for the rocks, 
if it has not done so yet. And. the cost of this dis
mal failure to the country is over Rs. 6,0001- crores. 
not to speak of the heavy and crushing burden of 
taxation, that has been put on the back of a long 
suffering people, who have voted Congress back . to 
power and trusted the Congressmen in their capac1ty 
to govern wisely and realistically. The people have 
trusted the Congressmen too long but NOT wisely, 
which they would discover as years pass by. 

What can you expect from the leaders of a people 
who talk in different voices? While the Finance 
Minister on the eve of his departure, talked of the 
possible 'attack from Soviet Russia and Red China, in 
the case of a communist revolution in the country, 
immediately came a rejoinder from New Delhi .that 
India was on the friendliest terms with both these 
countries and never dreamt of any invasion from 
those quarters. Not only that, but by further stres
sing that India did not expect financial help from USA 
or the West to meet the economic needs of the country 
to prepare against any attack from the communist 
~ouree. New Delhi has,. in a way, sabotaged the mi~
sion of Mr. Krlshnamacharl long before he set hiS 
feet on American soil. Again while Mr. Krishnama
charl stated in the Lok Sabha that "the incidence of 
all taxes in India was the lowest in the world,., our 

Prime Minister, to prepare the ground for some finan. 
cial help from Britain, stated in London, that "we are 
stretching ourselves to the utmost and our taxation 
Is perhaps the highesl in the world." While the former 
soap seller, now turned Finance Minister, was selHng 
his .. taxes" to a hard-suffering and patient people, 
the latter was toying with British financiers to sec if 
ile could hook in some fish. 

Crisis of Character 

When Mr. Nehru and other Congress Big Guns talk 
of the 11Crisis of character" amongst the present gene
ration, do they forget themselves what sorry figures 
they cut on the international plane? What opinion 
enlightened world would have of our topmost leaders 
when the Prime Minister and the Finance Minister 
contradict each olher, just to serve immediate ends? 

The scandal and corruption connected with many 
of the Government sponsored schemes cry high to 
heavens for redress but our Congress leaders justify 
all these misdeeds, snug in . their air-conditioned 
palaces and in costly limousines, while the lot of the 
common man of the country has not improved a whit. 
It is a long record of continuous bungling, nepotism 
and of corruption, too agonising and painful for wprds. 
Whatever the Congress rulers have touched during 
the last 10 years of freedom has come to naught. 
In March, 1946, when the British were still ruling, 
our Sterling Balances stood at Rs. 1733 crores. By 
July 1957 these balances touched the lowest figure of 
Rs. 442/-. The Congress rulers have dissipated 
nearly Rs. 1200 crores down the drain of their 
Gandhian and Nehruian fads and fetishes. Over the 
stupid and most impractical fad of Gandhi-Prohibi
tion-the Congress rulers have deprived the Central 
and the State Governments of nearly Rs. 400/- crores. 
The people have NOT been weeded from th~ drink 
habit BUT a flourishing cottage industry of d•stllhng 
the home brew has risen that has put lakhs of rupees 
in the hands of the lower rungs of the Congress fol· 
lowing and the gangster elements in the country. 
And yet the Prohibition experiment is stiU continuing. 
Another source of revenue, both for the Central 
Government and the State Governments that ~as 
been thrown away, simply because of the Gandhtan 
fad, is the Salt Excise revenue. The incidence of Salt 
Tax was so JittJe that even the poorest man never felt 
it. These stray instances would show what a motley 
crowd of bunglers we have installed in seats of power. 

Clear the Debris 

This calamity of the ushering in of communi.sm 
CAN ONLY be averted if the thoughtful and thinkmg 
men in the country~ put their heads together and 
stop the further progress down the slipper~ slop:-. 
This is a Herculean job but has to be done If lndta 
is to be saved. The first task before the nati?n Js to 
clear the GandhJan debris of pseudo-morahty and 
pseudo·spiritualislb, his non-violence trash and -rub· 
bish, and the Nehruian junk of "social~sm" and 
u 0 eutral" foreign policy that Jeans too heavlly .on tht' 
communist bloc of nations. Gandhian non·VIolence 
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has rt!sulted in the partition of the country, and has 
given us the gift horse of Pakistan. When partition 
was announced Gandhi blurted out: Sarvanasll Hogya 
(Everything is ruined). That was a confession of the 
uttl·r failure of his pet hobby horse of non-violence 
and appc<~scmcnt of Muslims. When the Noakhali 
and Calcutta mas.~acrcs took place he admitted that 
he was "groping in the dark". But the man being 
ob~tinate, he persisted in pursuing his hobby 
horscs. Gandhi toured through Bengal. in company 
of Mr. Suhrawardy, the main author and stager of 
tho Calcutta and Noakhali killings. Again having 
said that partition was Sarvaoasb, he said openly that 
his place was then jn Pakistan and NOT in India. 
Again he was soJeJy instrumental in forcing the Con
gn·~'l Government to grant a free gift of Rs. 55 crores 
to Pakistan. And this gift of Rs. 55 crores helped 
Pakistan to carry on the Kashmir campaign against 
lndia. And this is the "Apostle of Non-violence" that 
has been made the mascot of the Congress Govem
rnl·nt to catch the votes of the ignorant people. 

These hobby horses of Gandhi-non-violence and 
appl•::Jsemcnt of the Muslims-have been run to death 
by Mr. Nehru in his following the so-called secular 
policy at home, and by his refusal and his ignoring to 
sec that Pakistan is the only enemy of the country. 

Too late in the day Mr. Nehru admits that Pakistan is 
our only enemy, a thing that was tried to be brought 
to the notice of the authorities by intelligent critics. 
But these critics were dubbed by Mr. Nehru as 
"reactionary", .. communal" and what not. Quite 
recently publicists like Pandit Kunzru and indepen
dent journals have been pointing out that our secu
rity is in jeopardy, as a result of the American arms 
aid to Pakistan, and that there was the need to moder
nize our Armed Forces. Once more these critics were 
dubbed as panicky. But today at the session of the UN, 
our Defence Minister Menon has to openly confess 
that our armour is much inferior to Pakistan's and 
that we are without the powerful jet-planes which 
Pakistan has in ample numbers. To sum up. through 
his wrong and mistaken foreign policy the national 
security is today in peril. By his drawing the curtain 
over his eyes, our Prime Minister refused to see that 
Pakistan is our only enemy. And by his ambitious 
and unrealistic State planning, the country is facing an 
economic criSIS. This is the dismal picture that the 
country presents at the time of Divali. It is only when 
ALL these debris of foreign and home policies are 
removed. that India can truly celebrate the National 
Festival. Let us hope that that day will not be long 
in coming. 

Syria--First Red Satellite In Middle East 
j.. • 

By Sumant S. Bankeshwar 

WlTH the appointment of an out-and-out commu· 
nist CoL Bizri as the Commander-in-Chief, Syria 

has now become the youngest Soviet satellite. Russia 
has kicked the door of Syria open. The drift of the 
Syrian regime towards the status of a Soviet satellite 
has caused concern to all the Middle East countries. 
The Soviet conspiracy, so long pooh-poohed, has now 
bl~come a reality. 

Both locally and internationally, the situation in 
Syria is becoming an increasing source of danger and 
is full of dangerously explosive possibilities. 

The Beginning of the End 
. Syria is an ideal place for Soviet military and poli

tical Interference in the Middle East. The frontiers of 
Syria now slipped into the Soviet embrace are 
idQally situated for the purpose of blackmail and 
chicanery. With Syria as a centre of her subversive 
activities, Russia will now swallow one country after 
ano.ther in the Middle ..East. The Soviet press and 
radao have already started inciting the people of Mid
dle ~ast countries to overthrow their governments. 
Russta hns now launched bitter attacks on the govern
mt·n~ of the Lebanese. Iraq's. Iran's etc., with a view 
to shmuln.te i~l-fe~ling between nations and aggra
vate the satuallon 10 the Middle East which has now 
become the area of the greatest tension as a result of 
th~ lnrge-sc~le supply of Soviet arms to certain coun
tri('S in thts area. Soviet Pancha Shila in action 
indeed!!! 
T~e ~rab-lsraeli dispute is the basic cause of 

tcnston 10 the Middle East, the Soviet policy towards 
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which has always been opportunist. Soviet Russia 
which first sent arms to Israel has now become friends 
to Arabs!!! 

Syria is now playing along with Egypt's Col. Nasser. 
Syria has already made an arms deal with the Soviet 
Union. The Soviet Union has offered economic and 
technical assistance to Syria which is now full of 
Soviet technicians and advisers pretending to help 
the Syrians while cooking their goose. Col. Bizri 
who is a rabid communist has become Syria's com
mander-in-chief. As the leftist elements consolidate 
their power in Syria, it reminds us of the processes of 
a decade ago by which one East European country 
after another was hugged by the Russian bear. 

The leftists in Syria have now taken their boldest 
step towards absolute power. The Opposition has 
been terrorised into silence by means of arrests, and 
"trea~on" trials, and through the machinery of 
marttal law and censorship. The leftists in Syria 
have advanced a long way to their goal of absolute 
power. 

A Baseless Charge 
The recent Syrian charge against America of 

"conspiracy" to oust her present regime with the anti
gove~nment elements is only an excuse to impose 
~arttal law and suppress the democratic and nationa
l~st opposition in her country and is just the tradi
tiOnal communist practice of charging America with 
"fostering" "imperialist plots" before actually taking 
over governments. 

Let the Syrians learn from the recent Hungarian 
example what happens to a Soviet satellite state when 
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SHEER MADNESS 

REVELATIONS made by Mr. Krishnamachari at a 
Press Conference in Washington, together with 

the news that the United States has made a gift of 
three cruisers to Pakistan (one of which has already 
arrived at Karachi), appear to demand an agonising 
reappraisal of our foreign policy which, it should now 
be obvious to the meanest intelligence, has been a 
complete failure. Under the Second Plan India 
provided 300 million for defence but, said our Finance 
Minister, "because we have found that our Army and 
Air Force are now outmoded complet:ely and could 
not even provide defence for a few weeks, an addi
tional 550 million has to be provided for defence 
expenditure." When Indians talk of defence, they 
have in mind Pakistan which has been openly 
threatening India and which has been getting her arms 
free of cost from U.S.A., and it is, therefore, natural 
to presume that the Finance Minister also had Pakis
tan in mind when hf' made the observatiQn quoted 
above. 

We must confess it is a most startling revelation 
regarding the ineptitude of the policies pursued by 
the Nehru Government. Nothing could be a plainer 
confession of the fact that our Government has no 
sense of responsibility and cannot even properly gauge 
the reactions of the foolishly provocative statements 
made by the Prime Minister in India and his represen
tatives abroad. Even at a time when our Finance Mirlis
ter is doing his best to persuade Americans to take a 
friendly interest in our Second Plan, Mr. Krishna 
Menon has been allowed to proceed to New York and 
resume his U.N. role of treading on the corns of the 
British and American Governments. After assuring 
his countrymen that they are not living in 100 percent 
security, he has been allowed to leave the country for 
the U.S.A. to queer the pitch there for the Finance 
Minister. 

It is now obvious that it is not the Second Plan 
only that is at stake. What is at stake is the defence 
of the country, and we earnestly hope that even at 
this eleventh hour Mr. Nehru will realise the urgency 
of the crisis enveloping the country and set about 
rectifying the blunders he has been committing so 
that the warning uttered by his Finance Minister 
may not soon translate itself into a disaster of the 

(Continued from page 19) 
its leaders place their country's national interests 
before those of the Soviet Union. Let them know 
what the people of Poland and Hungary have to say 
about the price that Moscow extorts for backing 
nationalism. 

Syria ha"s now become the greatest menace to the 
freedom of Middle East countries and the West. The 
only effective way of cQ.ecking the Soviet military 
penetration in the Middle East is by the inclusion of 
America as a full member of the Baghdad Pact and 
presenting a united front to the communist threat. It 
is high time America also did something positive to 
counteract the Soviet economic penetration in . the 
Middle East. 
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greatest magnitude for the country. 
Our military weakness of today should have been 

foreseen when Pakistan agreed to accept military aid 
from the U.S.A. There is no sense at all in saying, 
on the one hand, that we shall defy Pakistan-indeed, 
the whole world-over Kashmir, and then insisting 
on remaining militarily weaker than Pakistan, for 
that is exactly what our refusal of military aid from 
the U.S.A. amounts to now. It must be remembered 
that if "our Army and Air Force are completely out
moded today," as Mr. Krishnamachari says, they will 
be outmoded again in a year or so-so tremendous 
and rapid is the progress being made in armaments
after $850 million have been spent on modernising 
them! There can, therefore, be no question of our 
b~ing able to compete with Pakistan whose scrap 
will all the time be replaced by latest arms from the 
United States free of cost. 

We have taken so many different stands regarding 
Kashmir that one need not feel surprised if the world 
is a little bewildered and is inclined to look upon us as 
the guilty party. The Indian Government now want 
the aggressor vacated, but when the aggressor was 
being vacated by the Indian Army it was India's 
Prime Minister who cried halt to it by agreeing to 
a cease-fire. 

Thus, in the last analysis, India has been suffering 
because Mr. Nehru has been exploiting her for per
sonal glorification. And today her defence is in jeo
pardy. for that self-same reason. Mr. Nehru wanted 
to be free to rave and rant against EisenhoWer and he 
refused the military aid offered by the U.S. Govern
ment-the military aid which has been accepted by 
Yugoslavia still in the Communist bloc and a sup
porter of Russian action in Hungary, and by Ibn 
Saud who has declared himself in favour of the 1 

present regime in Syria in defiance of the U.S. line re
garding that country. 

The reason advanced by our Prime Minister for 
refusing military aid from the U.S.A. is absolutely 
ho1low. It is absolutely necessary that the ground for 
our comparative weakness as against Pakistan be exa
mined afresh and the very basis of our foreign policy 
radically altered so that the danger facing the country 
may soon be a thing of the past. Our alliances should 
be dictated by the principles enunciated in the Pream
ble to our Constitution rather than by the whims and 
fancies of a Prime Minister, howsoever eminent he 
may be. How can he promote the cause of demo~ 
cracy at home if he espouses the cause of totalitaria
nism abroad? It is only a decade since the ·country 
witnessed the holocaust of the partition days and now 
we are again being Warned by our own ministers that 
we are not living in 100 percent security and that, if 
attacked, we shall not be able to defend ourselves for 
more than a few weeks. We are refusing to keep 
ourselves as strong as the other party to the dispute
which is threatening us almost every day-on grounds 
which will not bear scrutiny from the standpoint of 
national interest. Surely this is sheer madness. 

-From ''Organiser" 
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Public Administration In Social Democracy 
By M. A. Venkata Rao 

T
HE word administration is steeped in associations 
of service. To minister to the neells and comforts 

of a people is the function of an administration_ or an 
hierarchy of public officials. The word carnes an 
aura of religious or spiritual service, ~or he who 
brings the message of God to men in th~i~ trials and 
tribulations is also a minister. They m1mster to the 
!IOUl, while the physician minister~ to the bo~y. The 
tcachl'r Is also a minister who trams and enrtches the 
mind and moulds the character of his pupils. Public 
'ldminlstratlon then is a system of services, administe
~cd continually to a people through an organised 
hierarchy of officials, appointed for the purpose. It 
is their vocation. They are not birds of passage, but 
persons who give their lives for public service, in 
their appointed station. They are specialists, who 
are expected to improve their knowledge and effici
ency with time and opportunity. 

But in our country this association of service is not 
yet ingrained in the minds of the public and official
dom. Officialdom has yet the aura of monarchial 
power, and breathes an air of prestige, whose visible 
emblem is power, which is more apt to run into inti
midation and oppression than into service. The vil
lage policeman has more prestige than school
master. The older tradition when kings honoured 
ml'n of learning and worship, and influenced their 
officialdom to do likewise, is conspicuous by its 
absence today. It is but a name without local habi
tation in current custom and manners. The word 
magister rather than minister, with its aura of power 
and punishment, is closer to administration in the 
populor imiJgination and the practical attitude of 
officialdom. 

A Reorientation Needed 

India has given to itself a democratic, republican 
constitution alter the advent of national independence. 
Such a republican democracy necessitates a radical 
change in the relation of people to public administra
tion and its personnel. It needs a reorientation in 
the public mind, at all its levels, in this regard. Public 
administration comes -to be regarded more scrupu· 
lou~ly and constantly in its original purpose and rai· 
son d'etre of <~ministration., to public good. The 
word welfare brings out the objective and operative 
spirit of republicanism and democracy. The public 
administration is the agency through which social 
welCare is actually ministered to the people in all de
partments of public life, education, health, preventive 
and curative, law and order, justice, insurance, social 
security. food, transport, communications and so on. 

The exercise of power, with its corrollory of punish
ment, is no doubt the differentia of Government as a 
social institution. Though the State is an ethical 
institution, charged with the function of maintaining 
the conditions of good life, and rightly demands 
the respect and allegiance of its citizens, its prero-

ga.tive of power imposes certain l~itat~ons on its ~~Y
to-day functioning, and puts certam bnes of ac~1vity 
out of its bounds. All those dimensions of the _In_ter
rior or spiritual life of individuals, such as rellg10us 
faith learning, moral incentive, and conduct, where 
the i~trusion of force, even with the best of intentions, 
is likelY to vulgarise the impulses of the soul, a.re 
normally outside the domain of the State, and 1ts 
power-agency. The welfare State brings to the fo_re 
the ethical function of the Government, and casts 1ts 
basic power-dealing aspect into the shade in the nor
mal day-to-day life of the people in their dealing with 
officialdom. This imposes a new standard of public 
conduct on the part of public officials--a new standard 
characterized by a pervading sense of service to the 
people, by a habitual efflorescence of courtesy an~ 
helplessness on all occasions of contact, with them. 
Public officials, in all their ranks from the head of 
department to the smallest clerk, have to behave to 
the public in ways revelatory of their sense of mission 
as public servants: They are honoured in this func· 
tion. They should derive more satisfaction from the 
function of service than from the exercize of power 
lto hurt or harass) which is only incidental and subor
dinate part of their position in the governmental or
ganisation. 

People, The Repository of Sovereignty 

The democratic consciousness that the people are 
the repositories of sovereignty, and that governments 
are instituted to serve them in all the multitudinous 
affairs of life, should act as a permanent background 
to all their thoughts, feelings and behaviour, both in 
and out of office premises. The outcry in the pre
Independence era of foreign rule that the Indian civil 
service was neither civil nor imbued with the spirit 
of service, nor even Indian, should have no basis today 
in the conduct of the civil servants of free India. All 
government is government of the people, for it bears 
rule over them. Even monarchi3.1 and aristocratic 
governments claimed to rule for the good of the people, 
but these were found to be insufficient to fulfil the 
primary function of the State, namely common good. 
Hence the necessity of the democratic revolution, 
which has the differentia of rule by the people as a 
guarantee of its being for the good of the people. But 
demos is scattered and unorganised and cannot help 
himself. It is here that the characteristic and irrepla
ceable function of public administration, as an organis
ed agency working from day to day on a permanent 
basis, to bring relief and help t.o the people as their 
agent comes into view. The administration lays the 
role of the body with its nervous system and operative 
limbs to the public mind. It is its brain and hands 
and feet. The relation between administration and 
the social whole is thus organic. Its tone and spirit 
and efficiency will determine the tone and spirit of 
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society as a whole. -u it is dominated by police func
tions that overflow from their legitimate frontiers, we 
have the evil of totalitarianism where a Beria can 
compete for supreme power with political and mili
tary leaders. 

In a social democracy, power should be strictly sub
ordinated to public service; public servants, who 
misuse positions of influence and authority for private 
or sectional interests, will poison the public mind. A 
system of conventions and rules governing the exer
cise of power and patronage by public officials is part 
of every well-conducted administration and needs to 
be constantly examined with a view to its proper func
tioning and observance in letter and spirit. A know
ledge of these rules should be spread among the citizen 
body so that they might have a clear awareness of 
the limits and legitimacy of the powers of public offi
cials. Such awareness will help to keep officials in 
check, and restrain members of the public from offer
ing bribes or special consideration for favour at the 
cost of justice to others. 

Division of Funct!ions In A Democracy 

In a democracy there is a certain division of power 
and responsibility between elected Ministers of the 
Government and the permanent officials of the admin
istration. In democratic theory, the Ministers should 
take responsibility for the acts and omissions of per
manent officials, secretaries and under-secretaries, etc. 
They are answerable to Parliament for the proper 
functioning of their Ministries with the departments 
attached to them. Questions in Parliament have to 
be answered, after due inquiry and the administrative 
officials have to be defended, if they are right, or 
punished if they are proved wrong. But members of 
Parliament are precluded from attacking officials by 
name. Offi~ials are to be sheltered from public 
attacks in Parliament. They should be given every 
facility to defend themselves at the public cost against 
unfair attacks by the press, or isolated individuals or 
groups outside. They may be discharged from ser
vice if public trial proves their guilt. Permanent 
officials should have a sense of security that they will 
not be disturbed and turned out of their jobs by unfair 
accusation. They should have departmental security 
against injustice in pay or promotion vis a vis their 
competitors. They should have incentive, both for 
normal promotion and extraordinary jumps for merit 
out of the ordinary. The exact combination of secu
rity and incentive should be discovered by actual ex
perience and constantly revized to_ suit changing cir
cumstances. The public official should, in return for 
such a life-time of security and reward and honour, 
give of his best to the ~tate and people. 

Two-fold Source of Corruption 

There is a corrollory to this demand on the public 
servant for devoted service on the side of the demo
cratic public, for all service is reciprocal in character. 
Members of the public have no right to go to the 
other extreme and treat every public servant as their 
own servant in an individual or personal sense! The 
public servant is the servant of the people, as an 
organized body and a social whole but not a subordi-
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nate of the individual citizen, obliged to take orders 
from him. In the first place, the official has the 
prime duty of carrying out rules in force, rules no 
doubt meant for his convenience but also for the ser
vice of all similar persons coming under its provision. 
The citizen has no right to ask the official to strain a 
rule in his favour to the detriment of others. He 
should not attempt to bring undue influence on him, 
whether that of friend or clan relationship to get un
fair advantage for himself. The present outcry of 
corruption in public service has a two-fold source
one from the public and the other from officialdom 
and Hs itching palm (with honourable exceptions). 

The public servant has the delicate function of ser
ving individuals of the public within fair and due 
limits. He has to apply the rule to the individual 
case bringing out the facts of the case without supres
sio veri and suggestio falsi. But he is also expected 
to go behind the rule and custom, and see the human 
meaning and purpose of the rule. Public officials 
are notorious for red tape. It is said that in the USA 
it takes six months for every application to an office 
to fetch a suitable answer. In New Delhi, it is said 
that no answers are forthcoming at all in most cases, 
unless the applicant engages persons in key positions 
in the ruling party, and the Secretariat to do research 
to unearth the paper. He has then to mobilise influ
ence, cash or good offices of high-ups or key per
sonnel to obtain redress or other suitable action on the 
part of the authorities! The permanent service has the 
duty of reducing red tape to the barest minimum 
possible in view of the personal and amount of busi
niss at each stage of public business. It has the 
further duty of seeing to it that the wheels of routine 
move without the expectation of "butler" or illicit 
gratification. It is said that even as between Minis
tries themselves, reciprocity is demanded in the 
matter of favour and patronage to their proteges if 
Official records are to move with tolerable speed and 
without distortion! 

Public Administration should proceed in the spirit 
of science in its routine. As papers move up the 
official ladder from table to table, from clerk to super~ 
intendent, from secretary to Minister, the facts of the 
case should be presented in a clear and full manner 
bringing up relevant history, precedents and rules in 
a concise way. The decision making official or 
Minister should have full data for a just decision. 
Officials should be masters of the rule and precedent 
in most cases so that rapid judgment is rendered pos
sible with maximum probability of justice. 

Democracy is likely to bring pressure on officials to 
strain rule and routine in favour of particular indivi
duals or groups under the pretext of public policy. 
It may be the policy of the democratic government 
to help backward classes to advance more rapidly in 
education and economit: position. But this does not 
mean that public officials are justified in favouring 
individuals of the backward groups at the cost of 
others of the same or other groups. Ostensibly this 
may look democratic in spirit but will undermine 
social cohesion if justice to individuals is overlooked. 
The theory today is that once entry into service is 
effected, the career of the official should depend on 
merit and zeal. If this theory is over-looked by the 



Overflow of the poUcy of encouragement to Particular 
chJsscs in the matter of promotions and special assign
ments carrying c:tQtra emoluments or privile,ges or 
opportunities, the polson of injustice will impair the 
efficiency and harmony of the public service. 

Soda! democracy has to function withjn the frame
work of nationalism or social fraternity in which 
every voter should be enabled to feel that he counts 
l'Qually with others before the Jaw and administra
tion. EquaJlty of opportunity is of the essence of 
democracy and socialism. Exceptionally, in practice 
limits have to be evolved by experience to balance the 
policy ol privilege with that of justice. 

Ideal lor Permanent Officials 

The public administration serves as a sort of steel 
frame or .structure of routine like the system of physio
logical !unctions In the body while the elected part of 
Ow Government serves as the seat of leadership and 
drive, determining the goals of public policy. Policy
making belongs to Ministers while the faithful trans-

Jation Of the policies, sanctioned by Parliament 1g 
day-to-day life in relation to the public, is the special 
responsibility of the permanent officials. 

, The permanent officials should be neutral in regard 
to policies and carry them out even if they conflict 
with their own sense of right and justice. For 
instance, some public officials may consider that the 
recently imposed wealth and expenditure taxes are 

- wrong in principle but so long as they are on the 
~statute book, they have to administer them faith
fully, suppressing their private judgment. But they 
may record the evils of the taxes that may appear in 
practice so that Ministers might be induced to change 
the law in due time, if such change is in the public 
interest as proved in practice. 

Today we have this ordeal of the public service put 
to crucial strain and test in Kerala where it has to 
function under a Communist Government. Though 
they should not be seen and heard in public life, pub
lic servants have the responsibility and privilege, 
bringing to bear the accumulated wisdom of society 
for ministering to its welfare. 

WHY THIS GOLD STANDARD? 
By Fred G. Clark and Richard Stanton Rimanoczy 

•• 

SOME 40 million Americans have been born since 
1953, the year when the United States abandoned 

the gold standard. 
The newspapers seldom mention the subject. 
Even in political campaigns the issue of gold (which 

used to be a lively one) is seldom raised even by con
servative candidates. 

A college professor we know, when temporarily 
taking over a junior group of economic students from 
another professor, was amazed to discover that in 
their two year study of the subject the gold standard 
had never been mentioned to them. 

All this leads us to believe that a few comments on 
this ancient and honorable institution might interest 
n lot of our readers. 

Gold when used as money is a unique force in eco
nomic and political life. 

Gold money is more than money: it is an instrument 
of economic and political freedom-a curb bit in the 
mouth of governmental power. 

The reason for this is that when gold is used as 
money, the supply of gold controls the amount of 
paper money and bank credit money that the govern
ment can issue. 

Under the gold standard the gold does not actually 
circulate among the people to any great exteni because 
the paper money and bank credit money is redee
mable in gold making it "as good as gold." 

There has always been a sharp division of opinion 
ns to whether the gold standard is the most desirable 
money system. · 

A good way to understand U1e reasons for these 
different opinions Is to see what the gold standard 
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means to different groups of people, that is, who bene
fits from it and who is penalized by it .. 

For example, to the elected and appoi~ted officials 
running the Federal Government the gold standard 
means that when they want to spend money they must 
get it from the people in taxes-a painful and some
tjmes impossible proposition. 
> The gold standard shuts off the government's 
"charge account," reduces its spending power, and 
makes the people much more critical of. Federal ex
Penditures. 

To people who own bonds, insurance policies, and 
savings accounts, the gold standard means that the 
dollars they receive from their investment or savings 
will be worth as much, or more, as the dollars they 
originally saved. 

(As matters now stand, in the absence of the gold 
standard since 1933, the dollar has lost more than 
50% of its value.) 

To people who owe long-time debts, particularly 
mortgages, the gold standard means that they will 
have to pay off their debt in dollars of approximately 
the same value as the ones they borrowed. 
Here then is the situation. 

(1) To people in government, the absence of the 
gold standard permits the creation (without the peo
ple's consent) of inexhaustible supplies of new infla
tionary money which is worthless except for the value 
it sucks from the already existing money. 

(2) To people who have saved money, the- absence 
of the gold standard makes it impossible for them to 

.Predict the value>of their savings at any future time. 
· (3) To people who owe money, the absence of the 
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gold standard opens the door to tlle possibiiity of 
tieing able to pay off their debts with cheap dollars. 

It is easy to see, therefore, why people take sides 
so vigorously on the gold standard issue. 

Among economists concerned with government 
policy there are two schools of thought. 

One group looks upon the gold standard with dis
favour because they belie_ve that the manipulation of 
money and bank credit has been developed into such 
a "safe" science that the money supply should be 
under the control of the experts who will use it to 
regulate the value of the dollar in the "best interests 
of the nation." 

One belief within this group Is that there should be 
as much inflation each year as there is increase in the 
production of goods and services~ thus (theoretically, 
at least) insuring that prices will neither rise ncr fall. 

The gold-standard economists are guided by the 
historical experience of many manipulated currency 
systems without gold backing and maintain that the 
failure and eventual blow-up of all of these in the past 
is an accurate prediction of what will happen to the 
United States if we continue an inflationary cheap 
money policy. 

Not long ago we set out to discover (through Opi
nion Research Corporation) how the American people 
felt about the various principles involved in the gold 
standard and discovered that from the stand-point of 
conservatism the people seemed to be way ahead of 
the Federal Government. · 

Two of the questions are of particular interest. 
One of these dealt with the desirability of cheap 

money: "If you had the chap.ce, would you rather 

get ahead by receiving more money or by being able 
to buy more with the money you are now receiving?" 

68% said they would rather be able to buy more 
with the money they are now receiving. 

The other dealt with the gold standard from the 
standpoint of controlling inflation and the rising cost 
of living. 

After being told how the gold standard limits the 
J issuance of new money, they were asked: "Does goina: 

on the gold standard sound to you like a good way of 
controlling high prices and inflation or not?" 

61% said it sounded good to them. 
From these answers it would appear that even 

though the gold standard as an institution has become 
dormant in the minds of most Americans, the princi
ples underlying the gold standard are very much 
alive. 

No economist that we know of believes that the 
redeemability of paper money in gold coin is a perfect 
institution. 

Like monogamy and Christianity. they admit it to 
be subject to human error but maintain that, like 
monogamy and Christianity, it sets up a moral frame
work within which human error is far less hazardous 
to the security of our civilization. 

It is true that since World War II, America has made 
spectacular economic progress under manipulated 
currency. 

But it is also true that the economy has been walk
ing the high wire with no landing net underneath. 

That is why we believe it might be a good time to 
do some hard thinking about the gold standard. 

BHARAT SEW AK SAMAJ:- A Wing Of The Congress 

"IT'HE Bharat Sewak" the monthly organ of the 
.L Bharat Sewak Sam;j, in its editorial of the July 

issue, admits the following charges against itself. It 
holds the mirror to its face and any one can see that ' 
the whole organisation started as an independent body 
of selfless workers in the cause of the nation is prac- · 
tically a wing of the Congress Government How 
far can a Party in power use the tax-payers' money 
to finance an organisation, which carries on the poli
tical work of the party in power? 

Some of the charges -admitted in the editorial are 
as follows: 

1) that depending largely on Government grants 
and led mainly by Ministers and Officials, 
retired or otherwise, and functioning obvious
ly on an official pattern, the Bharat Sewak 
Samaj retains its non-official character only in 
name and lacks an epsential appeal to the mas
ses and their devoted\servants. 

2) that manned mostly by workers, both whole-· 
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timers and honorary belonging to a particular 
political party, the Bharat Scwak Samaj, to all 
inte.nts and purposes, is a single party affair. 

3) that the name, the resources and the workers. 
were utilised for political, and in some cases 
communal purposes, particularly during the 
last election. 

· 4) that In spite of all our tall talk about demo
cracy we are a nominated body from top to 
bottom and there is one man's rule everywhere. 

No more damaging criticism of the character and 
work of the Samaj could have been done by its bitter
est critics. But now that these facts have been admit
ted in the organ of the Samaj, will any of the energetic 
M.P.s ask a question in the Parliament and call for 
its winding up or Immediate Stoppage of Government 
Money for financing :the body? The taxpayers' money 
Cannot be Used by the Congress Government to carry 
on its Party propaganda. This is a negation of demo
cracy and is a symptom that the Congress Government 
is definitelY heading towards totalitarianism. 



OIV TilE NEWS FRONT 

p AK COMPLICITY IN SRINAGAR 
EXPLOSIONS, APPROVER'S EVIDENCE 

Srinagar: The approvcr in the "Bomb Outrage 
Co>C", Abdul Aziz Parwana, said m the .court_ of the 
~pedal judge here that the Pakistani For_etgn MmiSter, 
Mr. Firoz Khan Noon. had promised htm persona~y 
In Rawalpindi last year all help and money for inctt· 
inJC violence in Kashmir, starting comm~ clashes 
and creating misunderstanding among Important 
National Conference leaders. 

Parwana gave details of his meeting with Mr. Noon 
and other leaders and his association with. Pakistan's 
top secret service operator, Sajawal Khan, who lives 
In Pakistan-held Kashmir. 

Pakistan's complicity in the recent bomb explosions 
in Kashmir and the contacts maintained by Pakistani 
)loaders and the Government with the Plebiscite Front 
and the Kashmir Political Conference, were narrated 
by Parwana who gave evidence before the special 
judge, Mr. T. N. Matoo, for five hours. 

Parwana and 15 others have been indicted for "aid· 
mg and abetting the enemy and endangering life and 
causing incendiarism!' Six of the accused are abs· 
condlng. 

Six persons have lost their lives and 11 have SUS· 

taincd injuries in bomb explosions in the past four 
months in Kashmir. 

Parwana, aged 22, told the court how he was snared 
into Pakistan's intelligence service to act and convey 
important plans from the Pakistani authorities to 
agents in Kashmir. · 

The arrested persons have been charged under the 
Enemy Agents' Ordinance and Explosive Substances 
Act. 

-Times of India 

FROM THE HORSE'S MOUTH-MENON 
ON PAK AGGRESSION IN KASHMIR 

United Nations: The U.N. Security Council today 
adJourned its Kashmir debate without fixing a new 
ctalc alter hearing the Indian Defence Minister, Mr. 
·v. K. Krishna Menon, charge that Pakistan was 
increasing its forces in Kashmir and "a new wave of 
aJ(grcssion has been raised against us." 

Continuing, Mr. Menon said "Pakistan had 68 mill· 
tary battalions in the area plus a frontier force of 
21,000 troops and 22,000 Irregulars and air bases 
wC're being built up. 

He charged that the strength of the Northern Scouts 
in the occupied territory had been increased. "They 
have been anned with heavier \\'eapons," he said. 
"They are well·anncd to fight against bunkers, against 
our annour." 

One platoon m each of the 20 battalions of the 
Scouts bad been tramed m guerilla warfare, he told 
the Council. 

Referring to Pakistan's subversive campaign. Mr. 
Menon said: "A day this November has been fixed for 
D·Day in Kashmir itself. The new offensive began in 
the middle of June. 1957." 

He reported that there had been 23 explosions smce 
then m India and Kashmir. 

He said that "there cannot be the slightest doubt 
that but for the vigilance of our people .... the harm 
would be very much greater." 

He said: "The Government of India has strenuously 
taken care not to allow this thing to become an 
Indo-Pakistani affair and has played it down a great 
deal. 

He rejected Pakistan's charges of genocide ":nd 
said: "This throwing around of words, of genoc1de 
and self·determination .... is not in any way likely to 
fullil the purposes of the Charter. 

Mr. Menon pomted out that more than four million 
people had migrated to India from East Pakistan 
since partition because of religious persecution. He 
quoted press reports saying that Pakistan was a 
theocracy-undemocratic by Western standards-and 
the Hindus m East Pakistan were treated as sub
humans. 

On the other hand, he said, "the Muslims are self· 
respecting people in our country, occupying the 
highest positions." 

-Reuter 

REPUBLICANS BREAK WITH 
•SUHRAWARDY 

Karachi: The Republican Party has withdrawn its 
support to the Prime Minister of Pakistan, Mr. H. S. 
Suhrawardy, a party spokesman said. 
~ Dr. Khan Saheb, chairman of the party, Sardar 
Abdur Rashid, leader of the Republican Party in the 
West Pakistan Provmcial Legislative Assembly, and 
four other Provincial Ministers, who arrived here 
apprised President Iskandar Mirza formally of their 
decision. 
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· Mr. Suhrawardy, who was tourmg the northern 
parts of West Pakistan, rushed to the capital and had 
a prolonged meeting with the President. Later the 
President met Mr. Subrawardy and leaders of the 
Republican Party. · 

Differences between the Premier and the Republi
can Party arose over the division of West Pakistan 
Province into four or more small provinces. 

The Republicans want immediate division of West 
Pakistan, while Mr. Subrawardy opposes it. 

-Times of India 

PROPAGANDA PRESSURE 
BY PAK PRESIDENT 

Karachi: The Pakistan President referred to 
the canal water dispute between India and Pakistan 
and declared that the stoppage of canal waters 
to Pakistan by India would he ''the worst type of 
aggression" and Pakistan would not accept aggression 
meekly. 

'"H ever India takes such measures to reduce thou
sands of square miles of our territory into a desert, 
it will be an act of aggression of the worst type, and 
we will be entitled to have world support for what
ever action we may have to take." 

October 15. 1951 



NEHRU THROUGH THE EYES OF HIS 
BROTHER-IN-LAW 

Raja Hattheesing, brother~in-law of Mr. Nehru, in 
a letter to the "Times of India" (Sept. 13) writes as 
follows: 

Now that the Government of India hopes of saving. 
the country and the core of the Plan rest upon U.S." 
ajd, we must consider the future. The old colleagues 
of the Indian revolution like Maulana Azad and Gobind 
Vallabh Pant, have been cast aside from the inner 
Cabinet for Mr. Krishna Menon to be the sole guide 
with Mr. Krishnamachari on the periphery. 

Politically, we are slowly but inevitably being 
caught in the grip of totalitarianism internally and 
externally. The very moral principles on which our 
State is alleged to be based are compelling us to justify 
and protect the socalled co-existence in Kerala or 
aggression in Hungary so that the road to our serfdom 
is paved with good intentions. A new and corrupt auto
cracy is holding our economic future to ransom 
because in our apathy and cowardice we submit to the 
suppression of individual initiative and freedom. 

When Mr. Krishnarnachari goes to the U.S. for 
appeal. for support, will U.S. pause and consider what 
it is helping to rescue? Our Democracy died when 
in the name of a political party, the country became 
the pillaging ground for sons, relations and friends. 
America aid today will only be trying to save what 
it failed to protect in Chiang Kai Shek's China. 

.1!•. 

CRORES DOWN THE KHADI DRAIN
FAILURE OF AMBAR CHARKHAS 

A PTI message dated New Delhi states that corres
pondence is going on between the Planning Com

mission and the Commerce Ministry regarding the·' 
feared shortage of nearly 60 crores yards of Khadi -
production. The reasons for this feared shortage of 
Khadi are due to the failure of the Ambar charkhas; · 
In addition: to the failure of the Ambar charkhas It 
is also feared that both the power-looms. and the 
handlooms have not comes up to expectations. 

This news will not come as a surprise to those who
know, that on the face of it, the much-boosted scheme 
of Ambar charkhas and handloom production are 
merely a Gandhian fad, and had no roots in realistic 
thinking or a scientific basis. :Yet the Con
gress ·Government have sanctioned Rs. 200 crores for 
the development of Ambar charkhas and the hand
loom production. In' this age of scientific production 

SLASHING ATTACK ON CHINA'S 
COMMUNIST REGIME 

The People's Daily of Peking published recently the 
following remarks of Mr. Ko Pei-Chi: 

"I will say it again that the masses want to over
throw the communist party and to kill the commu
nists. If you do not change, if you continue to dege
nerate, they will some day do so. This is the law of 
Socialist Development. It is no use shouting ten 
thousand years. 

"Why do the rilasses not trust the communist party? 
Because during the past 8 years they have come to see 
its duplicity. When the party needs a particular man, 
it will woo him even though he be a moral enemy. It 
will cast off any man it does not need, though he has 
poured out sweat and -blood for it. The party memb
ers are inhuman, they address even their mothers as 
"comrade." The masses do not trust the communist 
party." 

THE RED WITCH-HUNT IN CHINA 
The free speech movement started by Red China on 

April 27 of this year was actually a clever plot to 
trace the potential enemies of communism, and 
many innocent intellectuals unfortunately walked into 
this trap, ignoring the apprehensions of the chief libra
rian of the Futuan University of Shangai who said: "I 
may speak as I will, but after a period, after a year or 
two, will not a written record of my words be brought 
up against me?" 

Within two months after the launching of "Free 
Speech" movement by Red China, the Chinese com
munists started a campaign against all intellectuals 
who are now being publicly humiliated and prosecut
ed. Among them are Fung Yu-lan (who had led a com
munist Chinese delegation to India a few years ago), 
the Sociologist Foi Hsimo-tung, the demographer Ta 
Chon, the political scientist Chein Tuan-Sheng, the 
novelist Ting Ling, the editor Chu Au Ping, the demo
cratic politicians Chang Po Chun and Lo Lung-Chi and 
many others who had gained reputation as the oppo
nents of Marshal Chiang Kai Shek. 

While the imprisonment of one or two Red Scientists 
in America provokes world-wide protests and demons
trations against the United States, the strangulation of 
hundreds of intellectuals from all walks of life in 

-China goes unnoticed. The silence of the intellectual 
world towards the persecution of the Chinese intel
lectuals exposes the moral cowardice of our own intel
lectuals and is a sad example of the moral crisis of our 
times. 

no one but a fool will believe in it with the latest tex- HIGH HOPES ENTERTAINED OF 
tile machinery development. But the Congress planners MODE. RN INDIA 
have allowed their Gandhian zeal to outrun their nor-
mal functioning of the intellect. And the poor ta~ There is another plaCe where artistry has a social 
payers' money has been wasted on the callosal fraud conscience, where cultural creativity, makes news 
of khadi and charkhas. The sum of Rs. 200 crores, if ...... the titles of the publications are enough-
it had been utilized for giving relief to the textile mills Aesthetics, and The Liber0arian. One day the promis
in need of reorganisation, it would have paid ample es of Gandhi, Coomaraswami, a score of other Indians 
dividends by way of millions of yards of cloth produc- will be fulfilled. There is even a Parsi newspaper. 
tion. But whatever the Congress planners touch Kaiser-e-Hind-presenting unbroken continuity by 
seems to turn out in failures and this Ambar charkha ,, -Nietzsche to symbolize modern man. One day these 
experiment is no exception. seemingly scattered and unrelated determinants will 
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join in lifting civilization-that of the nearly effete 
West as well as that of naive and renascent East-to 
greater heights. Mention should be made of East and 
West of Secunderabad another attempt at East-West 
re•olutlon. -21st Century, Sydney Australia 

PAK TRIBAL PEOPLE READY FOR ANY 
"EMERGENCY" 

KARACHI: The Pakistani President, Major-Gentral 
Iskandar Mirza, said that the tribal areas of Pakistan 
in the North·West Frontier were the •sword arm' of 
Pokl•tan, and that there were 300,000 tribal people 
fuJJy armed wJth rUles ready to meet an emergency 
in the country. 

Replying to an address of welcome accorded to hirn 
by the citizens of Karachi on his return of a teri·da~ 
tribal area tour, General Mirza said that he has come 
back back from the tribal area with the firm conviC· 
lion that the Frontier people were loyal to Pakistan, 
ond would rise to a man to meet any emergency; 

KERALA REDS TO COMMEMORATE 
MOPLAH MURDERERS OF 1921 ! 

KOZHIKODE: The Communist District board of 
Malabar in Kcrala has, by a resolution, decided tO 
erect a memorial to .. those patriots who died in the 
great agrarian revolt of 1921." This socalled agrarian 
revolt is nothing but the infamous Moplah rebellion 
which was the sequal to the Khilafat movement. 
Thousands of Hindus were murdered and foi"cibly cona 
vertcd to Islam during those riots. It was started as 
ns a movement against the Britishers, but it turned 
out to be a first-rate war against the Hindus. And 
now the communists are trying to dub it as "an agra
rian rcvolution"t 

This tendency of the communist-controlled District 
Board of Malabar to distort facts, on the model of the 
Russian polltics, is highly resented by the Hindu public 
here. The Kozhikode unit of the Bharatiya Jana 
Sangha held a demonstration and a public meeting to 
protest against this, and a resolution was passed to 
that effect that if a memorial was to be erected, it 
should be for those who died at the hands of the Mus
lim fanatics in order to protect their religious freedom. 

It may be noted that PSP and Congress members of 
the District Board also meekly supported the resolu
tion. Organiser 

INDIA IS HANGING BETWEEN 
TWO STOOLS 

.T~,c Indian correspondent of the London "Econo
nust in a recent dispatch writes in an article 
captioncd-"lndia's Two-pronged Policy". The dis
pat~h starts with "Until 1956, India had no foreign 
policy, only a foreign attitude. Indians looked to the 
outside world only through Nehru"s eyes. Mr. Nehru 
heretofore was the expert. ... he was India 

Continuing the correspondent adds "Now ·th. . 
long r h . • IS lS no 
0 

c. enoug ; It becomes necessary to protect India's 

f 
wn. mterc~ts, so Mr. Nehru has to find himself a 
ore1gn pohcy. 
C~ntinui~g further the correspondent writes two 

~ru~~al lndtan interests were Pakistan and poverty 
N~dians are left to face wi~h these two problems: 

hru has to evolve a foreign policy to deal with both. 
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"India was brutally shaken ·by the Security Councils' 
dissaproval of the Kashmir policy. The shock was 
followed first by introspection, then by indignant re
appraisal of Pakistan. Now India has frozen into an 
attitude of 'no concession to the enemy." 

The article concludes with stating, "hence India's pas· 
sionate objection to Baghdad Pact which provides 
Pakistan with Allies; hence its strone support to Col. 
Wasser who is also against the Pact; hence India's 
many suspicions of the West. Because of Pakistan 
there is a growing feeling irt India .. to be practical" 
-'-which does not mean coming to ternts with Paid· 
stan but getting enough foreign aid to wirl the arms 
race against Pakistan and the ecOnorrtic race with 
China. Mr. Nehru is no longer fancy free. He has to. 
be "practical" This means less vetbal anti-American
ism. Still, if America does riot provide India with 
new loans and does not curtail their arnls gift til 
Pakistan it could also nlean hard-headed swing til 
communist Powers: 

PRIVATE SECTOR NOT THE VILLAIN 
, . · OF THE PIECE AS PAINTED 
Taya Zinkin, the indian Correspondertt of the 

Manchester Guardian in a dispatch from Bombay or! 
Mr. Krishnamachari's mission to USA for firtarldai 
loan states amongst other thirigs:-

Stating that Mr. Krishnamachari, who set fotth or! 
September 11, "~ike the hero, Christopher Coionlbus, 
will find his America. -· --· if Mr. Krishrlanlachatl 
comes back W!thoUt at ieast a glint of possible assist
ance, in the spring he may have lost democracy. Or, 
rather, to be technically correct, America may have 
let democracy slip by for the trilling equivalent £500 
million worth of loans.'' 

Continuing further the correspondent states:
"But also What has got to be told in India and 

abroad is that there is a golden lining to the worst 
of the clouds, and in the present storm, the GOLDEN 
LINING HAS BEEN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE 
MUCH-MALIGNED of the scape-goats, the PRIVATE 
SECTOR IN INDIA. 

The corresponent observes that during the seCond 
year of the Plan, the Private sector is ''well on the way 
to fulfilling two-thirds of its share, and has all the 
foretgn exchange for this except £ 35 millions." 

"Besides increasing industrial production by eight 
per cent this year the PRIVATE SECTOR HAS BEEN 
PROVIDING SOME OF THAT MUCH-TALKED
AB?UT EMPLOYMENT and anti-inflationary cushion, 
which the public sector has been aiming at with 
WORDS and RESOLUTIONS. PRIVATE INVEST
MENTS ARE FOUR TIMES AS GREAT AS IN 1953. -

U.K. TO SPONSOR KASHMIR 
RESOLUTION 

(Jnited t:"atlons: The British delegation at the 
Unt,ted Nations is reliably understood to have finalised 
a draft resol.ui on Kashmir, the debate on which will 
be resumed m the Security Council. 

On the Present occasion it is not known whether 
~e U.?. or Austra~ia will join in the resolution. 

cc?rdmg to U.N. ctrcles, Britain had brought pres
~~re on .the U.S. to join in sponsoring the last resolu
Ion whtch was passed in February' 1957. 

October 15, 1957 



What the · Libertarinns Sttuad For 
The Libertarian Social Institute 

is an association for the study and 
dissemination of the ideas basic to 
free society or genuine social demo
cracy. 

It has been founded by Mr. R. B. 
Lotwala of Bombay, who has also 
1nstituted a Trust endowed with 
a large library of economic and 
political literature and a reading 
room housed in Arya Bhuvan, San
dhurst Road, Bombay. 

Socialist and humanitarian 
thought in Europe and America 
received a great filip with the forces 
released by the French Revolution. 
It took two distinct forms, one 
violent and revolutionary, basing it
self on the idea of class-war, under 
the leadership of Karl Marx, and 
the second, stressing moral and in
tellectual influence more than poli
tical action. MarXism became the 
dominant form of socialism, owing 
to a variety of historical causes and 
is now incarnated in Soviet Russia 
and the countries under her hege
IJlony. It has lost itself in totali
tarianism and government by 

,. terror. The second stream of in· 
,fluencq received inspiration from 
thinkers like Robert Owen, Prou
dhon, Fourier, and St. Simon and 
stressed the values of freedom, 
humanism and decentralisation of 
political and economic authority. 
Under the influence of Josiah War· 
ren, Stephen Pearl Andrews and 
others, it developed a stream of 
libertarian thought, backed by a 
series of experiments in social set
tlements in America. 

NEED OF LIBERTARIAN 
THOUGHT 

This Libertarian branch of social 
thought has a great function to 
fulfil, in off-setting the present cen
trallising totalitarian economies 
and politics, that are exercising an 
unhealthy fascination on our lea
ders owing to the example of 
Soviet countries. 

The Libertarian Social Institute 
of India seeks to direct the minds 
of Indians to this alternative form 
of social thought. It seeks to study 
and disseminate the ideas inherent 

· in free economy and a free society. 
It holds that free economy is in
dispensable to support a free so
ciety. By free economy it means 
an economy as free as possible from 
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coercion. It means an economy Jn 
which individual initiative and free 
choice will have adequate scope, 
as little fettered as possible by the 
coercive apparatus of the State. 
Free economy is different from 
laissez faire, and the sovereignty 
of capital and the business class. 
It only means an economic order 
which allows no monopoly of eco
nomic power to any class. 

THREE ESSENTIALS OF 
LIBERTARIANISM 

Free economy, a free society and 
a limited government are the three 
correlated aspects of the social or
der, envisaged by libertarians. In 
regard land ownership and land 
taxation, to industrial cartels and 
banking monopolies and the res
trictive practices of governments in 
the management of currency, liber
tarians have noted forces making 
for social injustice and restriction 
of, output. 

Academic economic thou'ght and 
official administrative procedures 
have neglected this body of thought. 
Libertarians direct attention to 
these fields of thought with a view 
to extracting the elements of value 
they may contain for galvanising 
the notion of free economy. 

A branch of this Institute is open
ed in Reservoir Street, Basavan
gudi, Bangalore, with a reading 
room and library attached for the 
benefit of persons interested in the 
aims of this movement for social 
democracy. Mr. Philip Spratt Is 
the President, Prof. M. A. Venl<ata 
Rao the Vice~President and Mr. R. 
Venkataram as the Secretary of the 
Bangalore Branch. 

New Books Added to 
R. L. Foundation Library 

The following books have been 
added to the R. L, Foundation 
Library, Aryabhuvan, Sandhurst 
Road, Bombay during the last 
month. 
Hnzlitt, Henry: Free Mon's Libram. 
Morccll, Ben: Our Nation's Water Re-

sourcet;-Policies, and Politics. 
J-Iofstadter, Richard: Development of 

Academic Freedom In the United 
States •. 
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Maciver, Robert M: Academic Freedom 
In Old Time. 

Zoln, Emile: Abbe Moauret'1 Sin. 
Hiley, \V. E.: Economics of Plantalimu, 
Russell, Bertrand: Porlmill /ram .\le-

mory m1d other cs.,ay.t. 
Bonnnrd, Andre: Greek Cicili::ntion, 

From Iliaci to Parthenon, 
Russell, Bt'rtrand: Ma"lagc and Moml.f. 
Lnutcrhach, All><.•rt: Economic S£•curilr1 

and Individual Freedom, 
Rndhukrishmm Sarvepalli: Source n,mk 

In Indian Philosophy. 
Kohn, Hans: M11king of tl1e Mndcrn 

French Mind. 
Curtiss, John Sht·lton: Russitm Reno111 -

tion of I955. 
Broughton, Leslie Nnlhnn: Some tctlcr.f 

of the Wordsworth Family. 
United Nations: Every Man's Unilt•d 

Nallorr.s 1954-195.5. 
Columbia Cnlll'gC", Columhln Univn~ily: 

Man In Contem1wrary Society Vol. I 
& 11. 

Hnlnt•s, ChnrlC"s Rl'ginnld: I.~lam, tM a 
Alls.rionary Religion. 

\VoJlnston Arthur N.: Sword of I.tlmn. 
Bolus, E.J.: Influence of Islam. 
Lunt, Thcodor(! R. \V.: Storu of hlnm. 
Fraser, John Fost('r: Land of Vf'ilrrl 

\Vomcn. 
Malcolm, Jnlm: Sketches of Pcr.fln. 
Burton, Hichard F.: P(•r.wrwl Narmlkr 

of a PliJ.:rlmtrge to Al-Mmllrwl, ami 
MeccaiJ Vol. I & II. 

Purr, P. C. Ed.: Cc~rlull''s J ... ccturt•s o11 

lleroes, llero-WorNIIfl•: 
\Vhittuh-r, Edmund: Economic Antl-

lvsi.Y, 
\Vurnlass, Lawrence: Grttdl'.~ lli.\IOf!l 

of Political Tlwugl1t, 
Zinkin Maurict•: DcveloJ•mcnt fm Fret• 

Asia. 
Jackson Stnnll'y: Awr Khan. 
Tarshis Loric: Introduction to Iutcmu

llonal Trade aurl Firumcc. 
Ellis Howurd S. Ed.: Srm;C'f/ of Con

temrwmry Ecmwmlcs. 
\Vright, Albert, Ilazt•n: llamllmok of 

Srnrkes of the U.S.A. l.- Canada Vol. I 
& 11. 

Scnnholz, Hrms F: lJ(JIO can EuroJit' 

Survive. 
Mlnmth, Willlmn R.: llow lo Run )'our 

Own Rwilness ami Make It Pcry. 
Trumbull, Roht:rt: A.l' I Sec Jmlltl, 
Sn;ith, Wilfn·d Cantwell: Modem 

Islam in Inclia; Social Anlliysis. 
Levy, Rcuhcn: Social Structure of 

Islam. 
Gibb, H. A. R. (Ed.): Shorter Encydo

paedia o/ I.~lam. 
Brooks, Van \Vyck: Ordeal of Mark 

TwtJin. 
Zoln Emile: Doctor Pascal. 
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TilE BATTLE FOR TilE ltiiND 

BATTLE FOR TilE MIND by WII
Jinm sargant. Published by Wil
liam Hclnemann Ltd., London. 
1057. Price: 25s. Pages: 248. 

THE subtitle of the book: "A 
Physiology ot Conversion and 

Brain-washing" indicates the subs
tance of the study and its point of 
view. The aim is scientific without 
any propaganda 41strings'., all the 
more effective by reason of its strict 
objectivity. The author is a prac
titioner in psychological medicine 
In a leading London hospital and 
has had exceptional opportunities 
of treating cases of war neuroses in 
Britain during and after the war. 
The point of view is physiological 
-the influence of brain mechanisms 
and disorders on the mind. He has 
been impressed with the work of the 
Russian psychologist Pavlov whose 
second series of study on dogs be
come available in English in 1941. 
Dr. Sargant found a remarkable 
approach and similarity in the phy
siological aspects of the behaviour 
o( Pavlov's dogs under experiment 
and of the phenomena of mental 
trouble. He found a further reveal
ing similarity between these 
mechanisms of the brain in dogs 
and neurotic patients and those ex
hibited in cases of religious conver
sion, particularly of the revivalist 
experiences of evangelist religions 
like those of John Wesley. He car
ries the study of analogy further 
Into primitive religion like the 
African Voodoo. He adduces ex
amples from the abnormal move
mcnts of orgiastic ecstacies common 
in the Middle Ages. He has added 
a chapter by his friend Robert 
Graves on similar ritual and ex
periences in Greek Mystery reli
gions. 

CAUSES OF WAR NEUROSES 

In war neuroses we find normal 
persons suddenly losing their 
'minds' or 'souls' or behaviour pat
terns under the stress of fear or ex
citement and collapsing into a state 
of nervous exhaustion. The treat
ment by which many of them are 

brought back to normalcy in mod
ern psychotherapy is based, in Dr. 
Sargant's view, on a grasp of the 
physiology of the brain and a fruit
ful use of its mechanisms. 

Pavlov's dogs were subjected to 
different stimuli under different 
conditions of hunger or fear. If 
there was an abnormal or un
wanted change in the stimuli, the 
dogs could not respond in the nor
mal way. Fear and hunger and 
confused stimuli would throw 
them into excitement and their 
power of reaction would be con-

•·t l 

fused. 

IDENTITY BETWEEN HUMAN & 
CRIMINAL MINDS 

Dr. Sargant has arrived at a 
generalised scheme of the physio· 
logical mechanisms of conversion In 
the diagnostic phases of which 
there is a close analogy between 
animal and human reactions. 

In religious conversion, we have 
a sense of shock or paralysis in
duced by a consciousness of sin or 
guilt and of anxiety, after which 
there is a feeling of ecstatic release 
and serenity often lasting for life, 
a feeling of div.ine grace and ac
ceptance or of "sanctification." The 
book gives dozens. of remarkable 
plates of conversion meetings, Euro
American and African. The emo
tional expressions on the faces of 
white people in American sects 
like those who handle snakes as 
part of the ritual, and on those of 
African primitives are a grim re
min-der of the physiological identity 
of the animal and human nature. 

These aids to conversion through 
fear and excitement are being 
made use of to elicit confessions by 
the police in many countries of the 
modern world. Dr. Sargant giv~s 
.a vivid account of the process of 
third degree methods without 
violence used even by the British 
police. The method consists in the 
main of tiring the prisoner out by 
continuous interrogation, by refus
ing him sleep and rest and creating 
an exhausting state_ of anxiety and 
fear of punishment. He points out 
how under these conditions even 
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innocent men might be 'induced to 
confess to crimes that they have 
not committed .. He adduces evid
ence from the recent case o~ one 
Evans who was executed for the 
murder of his own wife and child
crimes he had never commit
ted. The most dangerous thing is 
that even the officers come to 
believe in the truth of their own 
hypothesis! · 

Dr. Sargant is rather sceptical of 
the high claims made for psycho
analysis, and quotes Dr. Freud 
himself when he came to doubt the 
truth of his analysis towards the 
end of his career. He had hypno
tised himself Into believing his 
theories on insufficient evidence, 
into universalising the influence of 
sex in the causation of neuroses. 

MODERN MENACE 

If even the police of democratic 
nations can be led or misled into 
misuse of physiological and psycho
logical pressure though in the ser
vice of legality and justice, how 
much greater is the tragedy when 
such misuse becomes the accepted 
method adopted by Communist 
Governments of remoulding the 
mind of the entire people commit
ed to their care? 

The world was astonished and 
bewildered when In the pre-war 
era, Stalin's victims among the 
front rank Leninists of the Revo
lutlon era, like Kamenev, made 
abject confessions of incredible 
crimes and treacheries and disloyal
ties and collaboration with' the 
Western enemies. But today we 
have adequate evidence of the pro
cess by which such confessions 
were elicited. Dr. Sargant gives a 
convincing analysis in psycho
physiological terms. He shows 
how the process has become the 
normal method of indoctrination of 
the whole population In Russia and 
China. He has adduced sufficient 
evidence of the even more thorough 
way in which the Chinese Commu
nists use these Pavlovian-cum
Freudian - cum - Evangelists-cum
Jesuit methods to remake the minds 
of the cadres and of the whole 
population. 

Dr. Sargant gives many hints as 
to how people can resist the on
slaughts of such indoctrination, if 
unfortunately they are subjected to 
it. To be forewarned is to be fore-

( Continued on page 30) 
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Political anti Economic Structures 
POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC 

STRUCTURES by Bela Hubbard •. 
The Caxton Printers, Ltd., Cald
well, Idaho, 1956. Price $4 p. 185. 

The approach is semanticist and 
along positivist lines. It is an 
attempt to analyse "the different 
systems of government and eco
nomy from the standpoint of 
structure." . ' 

The first part of the book con
cerns political structures. "Political 
stmcture began with the choice of 
recognition of a ruler or chief, and 
the establishment of rules or laws 
governing individual and mass 
activity." 

The seven political structures are 
autocracy, absolute monarchy, oli
garchy, constitutional monarchy, 
constitutional democracy, republic 
and American republic. The first 
three have much in common; 
"government authority and power 
spring from the government itself, 
not from the people. Governments 
of these types concede no inherent 
rights to the governed. The people 
so ruled exist only to support the 
government and are, in effect, poli
tical slaves. The philosophy of 
each of these three forms of abso
lute government may be para
phrased as that of government of 
the people, by the state, for the 
state:' The U.S.S.R. is included in 
this group under oligarchy. 

The remaining mark the advent 
of constitutional government. A 
constitutional monarchy is "one in 
which the sovereign is limited to 
the exercise of particular powers or 
functions by laws or constitution of 
the realm." Great Britain, the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Iran and Thailand are ins
tances of constitutional monarchy. 
Constitutional democracy is "gov-

(Continued. from page 29) 
armed. If reason is made cons
cious of the methods and engines 
that will be used against it, it can 
develop powers of adequate resis
tance. This is the lesson left on the 
mind of the attentive reader by 
this remarkable study. 

-Prof. M. A. Venkata Rao 
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ernment by the people, a system of 
government in which the sovereign 
power of the state is vested in the 
people as a whole, and is 'exercised 
directly liy them or their elected 
agents.'.' According to the· author, 
a constitution is not an essential 
ingredient of democracy. This is 
right since democracy is an ideal 
and a method of govcmment. But 
here constitutional democracy must 
be distinguished from democracy. 
Democracy is only an ideal and a 
method of govQI'nment. 

DEJ'IIOCRACY AND REPUBLIC 

In a democracy, the people 
exercise, directly or indirectly~., 
all govemmental powers: legisla
tive, executive, and judicial. "In 
a republic, only the legislative 
powers are exercised, directly or in
directly, by the people. The exe
cutive and judicial powers are 
administered by delegated autho
rity. Witl1 the introduction and 
strengthening of the parliamentary 
system and a constitutional frame
work, the democracy approaches 
the republic in stmctural form until 
it may become a matter of opinion 
in which category a specific govern
ment should be placed." 

The distinction is forced and 
mainly serves to emphasize the de
gree of democracy. The better way 
to express it would be to say that 
the difference between a republic 
and a constitutional democracy is 
that in the former there is separa
tion of powers while in the latter 
there is no such clear separatiOn. 
The American government is defin
ed as a constitutional representa
tive federal republic, the philo
sophy of which is embedded in the 
declaration of independence. The 
American republic is distinguished 
from the republic on account of 
some of its unique characteristics. 
One of its basic unique characteris
tics is its limitations on the doctrine 
of majority rule. ':Majority rule is a 
fundamental element of all demo
cracies, and this is one reason why 
democracies have not been stable. 
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The United States Constitution was 
the first formulation of a system of 
government in which definite poli
tical checks were placed against the 
unrestrained rule of the majority ... 

FOUR ECONOJ'IIIC STRUCTURES 

The four econOinic structures are 
the communist economy, the socia· 
list economy, monopoly capitalism. 
and competitive capitalism. Com
munism is a primitive structure. 
Whereas the rudiments of individ
ual ownership of property are 
observed in the early description> 
ol aboriginal tribes. Communism 
is evident in very primitive cultures. 
The modern Russian experiment 
has been led by doctrinaire intel
lectuals. The Russian weapon of 
conquest is intellectual subversion, 
which ('introduces a new psycho
logical technique which may be 
best described as the art of destroy
ing men's power of rational thou~ht 
and understanding. This mass dis
semination of mental chaos i-; ac· 
complished chiefly by spreading 
confusion as to the true meaning of 
words." This is amply illustrated. 
The socialist economy is quite simi
lar to the communist economy, but 
with one very important difference. 
"In the communist economy, all 
property (wealth) is owned by the 
community; in the socialist eco
nomy, the community owns only 
the means (tools) of production ... 
Under the socialist economy, pri
vate ownership is limited to consu
mer goods, land and dwellings not 
used commercially, personal means 
of transportation, and money saved 
from personal wages. . . In achtal 
practice,. details of socialist struc
tures vary widely, and range from 
an economy hardly distinguishable 
from communism to one approach
ing state capitalism, in which the 
govemment controls but does not 
own the means of production." 

The author claims for socialism 
a primitive origin. Modem socia
lism tendered first by Plato is com
munal ownership which, in effect, 
is a change in the form of govern
ment not in economic system. 
"The' means of production, where 



owned by the state, constituted 
socialism, whether the state hap
pened to be an autO<Tacy, 
oligarchy, monarchy, or demo
cr;<y." With this follows an ~na
lysis of the Fabian society, the New 
Ut•al, and British socialism. 

~lonopoly capitalism may be 
based on either state capitalism or 
private monopoli<'s which the 
government recognizes and en
courages. The capital is supplied 
by a few who assume all the risks, 
enjoy part of the profits, and suffer 
the losses. The people, through 
their govcmmcnt, exercise control 
over the enterprise (in state capita
list economies), share in the profits 
through taxation, hut escape the 
dired burdens of the losses if the 
enterprise should fail. 

It is in the competitive capitanst 
t·conomy that the market finds its 
tmc consummation. lhe compe
titi\·c capitalist system, for success
ful operation, must conform to such 
regulatory l01.ws as experience has 
shown to be equitable and neces
sary. Sm:h regulation, however, is 
cntm•ly distinct from control. The 
t-ompetitive capitalist economy is 
regulattod, but not controlled. The 
other types of economy are control
led, but not nc'Cessarily regulated 
by equitable laws." This economy 
is new and hence forward-looking. 

The third section concerns struc
tural relationships where the author 
mainly discusses governments, eco
nomics, the concept of private pro
pert)', and the evolution of wealth. 
It is in the closing section that the 
author outlines the semanticist 
approach to the problem. Words 
like democracy, socialism, etc. have 
diverse meanings and this causes 
the radical differences in diverse 
criteria. This is the positivist 
approach to the problem and the 
author has done almost pioneering 
work in ha\'ing applied semantics 
to political and economic struc
tures. Also worth reading is the 
book for the immense simplification 
that the subject has undergone in 
the author's hands, a simplification 
that is remarkably well balanced. 

-Kishore Valicha 

Letters 
To 

The Editor 

RED REGIJIJE 1:.; KERALA 
FACTS AND FICTION. 

Dear Madam: Mr. Namboodiri
p:Id, the Communist Chief Minister 
of Kerala, i.; said to have drawn 
Rs. 3,301.34 nP. by way of salary 
and allowances between April 5 
and June 10, 1957, which i3 more 
than what his Congress predeces~ 
sor had drawn with a salary of 
Rs. 700/· and a fixed travelling 
allowance of Rs. 250/- per month. 

. -

Dr. Menon and Mr. Krishna lyer, 
the other two ministers of Mr. 
Namboodiripad's Cabinet, are said 
to be still drawing Rs. 700/- as 
salary. While the Communist 
Ministers draw by way of salary 
and allowance more than what 
their Congress or P.S.P. predeces
sors used to receive, propaganda . 
still continues that the Kerala 
ministers have cut down their 
salaries toRs. 350/· per month and 
are receiving favourable publicity 
in Press!!! 

Sum:mt S. Bankeshwar 
Bombay 

GOLD STANDARD, A FAULTY 
ECONOJ\UC DEVICE 

Dear Madam: Regarding the gold 
standard. we have long learned 
that people who place faith in poli
ticians to manipulate the money 
supply honestly and efficiently, are 
immune to arguments in favour of 
redeemable money. 

The gold standard is an imper- . 
feet economic device but it is the 
least worst way ever invented to 
permit the people to control the 
public purse and the value of their 
savings. 

Regarding wage increases With
out production increases,.You state: 
"Even though wages may be the 
principal cost of everything, fluct
uations in prices of commodities 
and tools depends upon their wage 
content. As to land value, this fol
lows the prevailing cost of living 
index". 

We do not agree with Godwin's 
thesis that natural relationship has 
no claim on man, that gratitude to 
parents and benefactors has no 
place in justice or virtue, that accu'" 
mulated property is a monstrous 
injustice. 

Richard S. Rimanoczy 
295 Madison A venue 
New York 17, N.Y. 

A Competition For Our Readers 

How and Why U. S. A. Became the Richest Country 
in the World 

The 'Indian Libertarian' invites articles from the readers describing 
how U.S.A. attained the present state of prosperity and pre-eminence, 
specially mentioning the names of some of the architects who were 
responsible for it. 

The article should not exce£d two pages of the 'Indian Libertarian' 
and should be preferably typewritten and on one side of the paper. 

This Competition is open till the 31st of October, 1957. Articles 
meant for this Competition should be accompanied with the cutting 
of this announcel4enl 

The article adjudged as the best will be awarded a prize of Rs. 25/-. 
The decision of the Editor will be final. 

All articles meant for this Competition shonld be addressed to:
Tbe Editor, 

Indian Libertarian, 
Arya Bhuvan, 

Sandhurst Road, 
Bombay 4. 
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HINDUSTAN GENERAL 
INSURANCE SOCIETY LTD. 

ALL CLASSES OF INSURANCE BUSINESS 
TRANSACTED 

Head Office 
Hindustan Buildings, 

4 Chittaranjan Avenue, 
CALCUTTA 13 

~:· ·· ... 
Bombay Area Office 

Dr. Dadabhai Naoroji Road, Bombay 

Branch Secretary: Shri M. j. Dagley 

Board of Directors 
Dr. N. N. Law, M.A. PH.D. Ch•lirman 
Sri J. N. Sen Gupta, M.A. B.L. 
Sri M. L. Dahnnukar ·..;. 
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The Duncan Road Flour Mills 
Have you tried the Cow Brand fl0•1i- manufac .. 
tured by the Duncan Road Flour Mills? Prices 
are economical and only the best grains are 
ground. The whole production process is auto
matic, untouched by hand and hence our produce 

is the cleanest and the most sanitary. 
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DUNCAN ROAD FLOUR MILLS 
BOMBAY 4 
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